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Relationshipsfocus for new
MSU president
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
6 I am very amourStaff Writer
Dr. Randy Dunn didn't need
aged. We will work
an introduction on his first day
les a collaborative way
on the job. Murray State's new
president was welcomed with
to audio Murray Stake
a packed lobby at Wells Hall
eves more outstanding
at a Friday morning eress conthan it already is.
ference and got down to business telling university admin— Gos. Ernie Fletcher
istrators, faculty, staff, students
after ameading willi
and community leaders how
Dam Friday Aeneas
he's going to build relationships to enhance MSU.
And he plans to tell the said he wanted to extend MSU's
university's story to everyone reputation regionally, nationalhe can through any means he ly and even internationally.
can. He even wants to start a Rather than say what he was
Nog — the popular means 9f going to do, he talked pout
online publishing.
promoting the university"and
Dunn, 4-8, was hired as building upon the existing founMSU's llth president in May, dation.
but his official first day was
"I understand what it means
Friday after fulfilling his corn
to have this stewardship," Dunn
mitment to Illinois Gov. Rod told those gathered outside his
Blagojevich, under whom he new offit e. "... This is our
served as superintendent of university and 1 have been
education.
entrusted to manage it."
"After a six-month transition,
He's been asked more than
it's time to start," Dunn said. once since he was introduced
Without presenting specific
goals or time frames, Dunn U See Page 2A

Fp

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn visits with
Board of Regents chairwoman Marilyn Buchanon prior to a
press conference Friday morning in MSU's Wells Hall. The
event officially kicked off Dunn's presidency.

town was tilled with music and the
merriment of Christmas and the holiday season.
thanks in big pad to the voices of the Murray
State University Chamber Singers, above, who
sang traditional carols for those who toured
Dickens' Square last night. The group also peTz--formed at MSU's Curtis Center for the annual
Dickens Dinner. Meanwhile, Jack Riley Jones, at
right, is well into the holiday spirit with wreath
and Santa hat, despite his sidekick, the mean or
Grinch

County may soon dispose of computers, appliances, dead animals
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Those who want to dispose
of old computers and printers,
mercury thermometers, large
dead animals, worn-out tires or
broken-down refrigerators and
freezers will get some help soon
from state and county officials.
Calloway County Solid
Waste Coordinator Rita Burton
said Thursday that a collection
of defunct or outdated computers will take place in January
giving businesses, schools or
individuals a chance to get rid of
the machines without threatening the environment.
"It's tentatively set for
January 13 in conjunction with
Make A Difference Day, but the
state has called hack and they

INDEX
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arc a hit behind on the bids so
we may have to change the
date," she said. -There is still a
possibility that it will still go on
that way."
Burton said the program limits disposal to two computers
per car so the collection is not
meant for the disposal of large
numbers of electronic equipment. A date, place and time
remains tentative; however once
begun the collection will continue until grant funds are expended.
-The state has $17,500 that
they can use for this event so
when they get to that point they
will have to shut it down."
Burton said, noting that more
details about the program should
he available soon.

Also. Burton said the state
has allocated funding to
Calloway County for the collection of old mercury the
from pnvate citizens. The
thermometers will be replaced
for fret with new digital devices
that do not contain mercury and
are not a threat to the envitonmenu
She said program officials
would likely visit Calloway
County in the spring as part of
the effort.
A recent mercury spill at
Middle
County
Calloway
School in early November was
traced to a student bringing mercury to school where its container was apparently broken and
mercury spread around the
school and on buses by students
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walking through the contami- discussed a "white goods" col- Burton said "It helps to trim.% e
nated area. A costly clean-up lection as part of an effort to pre- COWS, horses. gook, llamas
ensued with Calloway County vent the dumping of stoves. any large animal." the said -So
schools shut down So state and refrigerators, hot water heaters, if a farmer has an animal to die
federal environmental officials washers, dryers, freezers, air on his property he can call and
could clean up the area and conditioners and other appli- they will come pia it up"
s
"The suite of Kentucky pays
make sure the conramination ances.
district about SO percent of the approxiconservation
"The
contained_
was
"Alter that happened. I applied for a grant to do that and mate $1 23 coat of ternos al with
received an e-mail from the state we received it. It's about $5,000 the county conservation district
and they have a program in and we'll be having that in the pacing about 26 percent. The
farmer pa” the remaining 25
which they will come down and spring of 2007." she said.
Burton said the event will percent or approximately 831. A
Jo a collection and they will pay
tire amnests program is also
for that up to about $7,300," allow people to dispose of an
Burton said "State people will unw anted appliances or clean up planned for the fall of 2.00/4 that
come down and hand out digital an appliances located in illegal will allow tree disposal of old
tires that can become a threat to
thermometers for every one that Jumps located on their poverty
State f'onservation funds are the environment when dumped
people bring in"
Dunng a meeting of the Solid also available Department funds along roadsides
For more information. con
Waste Management Cleanup are SIMI available for the
tact Bantam at the courthouse or
Committee earlier this week. removal of dead animals
-That's to help the farmers," call 7543549
Burton said hoard members also
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Cold hits
Kentucky
with outages

SliertlfPolicelm
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Ridge Lane residence were
• Tires on a vehicle at a Cardinal
reported slashed at 9:30 a.m. Thursday.
North at Bailey Road at
• A crash with minor injuries on Ky. 121treatment.
3:28 p.m. Thursday. The driver refused
Murray State University Polk:0 Department
Business Building office d
• Books were reported stolen from a
third-degree burgle12:54 p.m. Thursday. A report was taken for

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
High winds ushered in colder
weather Friday and knocked
power lines down across parts
of Kentucky.
In the Louisville area, there
were 7,500 customers —
• including the University of
*Louisville — without power
Friday afternoon, said Chip
• Keeling, a spokesman for
LG&E. Kentucky Utilities had
. 3,400 customers without power.
The two utilities serve about
I million customers in 117
counties, Keeling said.
American Electric Power in
eastern Kentucky reported
about 9,000 customers with
power losses in eight counties
while Duke Energy in northern Kentucky reported about
5,300 customers in four counties without power.
The gusty winds came as
temperatures plummeted from
the 70s in some areas to the
teens and 20s.
The lowest temperature Friday afternoon was 19 degrees
in Hopkinsville in western Kentucky.
Alex Beauvois, a forecaster with the National Weather
Service in Louisville, predicted light snow and said temperatures were expected to stay
in the mid-20s Friday night,
but Saturday would warm up
into the 40s.
"It's just a few flakes, that's
all, nothing notable," Beauvois said. "It should be a nice
day for football (today)."
The winds that caused damage to trees and power lines
were dying down by mid-afternoon, and the snow and ice
that plagued other parts of the
country bypassed much of Kentucky. Beauvois said.

' ryMSU employee
• A caller reported at 7:20 p.m. Thursday that a
and Valentine
Wak1rop
at
break
lunch
on
while
was hit by a car
drives. Murray Police Department took a report. EMS transportofficer checked on the
ed the subject for treatment and a MSU
employee.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

CourtDocket

Calloway Circuit Court
• Brandon D. Cortez, 27, of Old Salem Road in Murray, pleaded
guilty Monday to nine charges in two cases — second-offense
driving under the influflince, trafficking in marijuana (less than 8
ounces) and first-offense driving on a DUI-suspended license as
well as two counts each first-degree possession of a controlled
substance, first-offense possession of drug paraphernalia and
possession of marijuana. A pre-sentence investigation report
was ordered and sentencing was scheduled for 9 a.m. Jan. 8
But the plea agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office
recommends a total of two years in prison for all of the charges
• Matthew C. Dunn. 20, appeared in court Monday with his attor
ney Ben Fletcher and pleaded innocent during the arraignment
He is charged with cultivation of manjuana (less than 5 plants)
possession of marijuana and first-offense possession of drug
paraphernalia. Murray Police Department arrested him on Sept
9 and he was indicted a month later.
• Brian Kent Hicks, 27, of Hicks Cemetery Road in Murray, was
sentenced Monday when he appeared in court with attorney
Mark Blankenship after pleading guilty to tour charges — firstdegree possession of a controlled substance (methamphetamine), first-offense possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of marijuana and third-degree possession of a controlled
substance (Valium). The plea agreement gave him a five-year
pre-tnal diversion for the meth charge that will keep him out of
prison as long as he meets the court's conditions. Likewise, he
was sentenced to 12 months in jail on the other three charges
those terms will be discharged after two years as long as he
but
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
doesn't violate conditions. Hicks was indicted about a year ago
WORKING THEIR WAY TO THE TOP: A crew from B.H. Green & Son, Inc., of Paducah
on the charges.
is currently installing an elevator in the Murray State University Curris Center. According
,„• Bruce James Lennox. 32. of Raybum Road in Murray, pleaded
guilty Monday to tour charges and six others were dismissed in
to Justin Hopkins, project manager, construction and installation of the elevator should
plea agreement with the commonwealth attorney. He pleaded
a
of
floors
three
all
service
will
elevator
take approximately five months to complete. The
to fourth-degree assault and three counts of secondguilty
the center, he said. Pictured above, working on the project, are Hopkins, Gerald Byrd,
degree criminal mischief while first-degree wanton endanger Troy Caudill and Richard Wimer.
merit, first-degree burglary, theft by unlawful taking more than
$300. second-dewee persistent felony offender and two counts
of second-degree burglary were dismissed. The charges stem
from a March incident.
• Michael Stover, 26. of Dunbar Road in New Concord. pleadec
guilty Monday to four counts of theft by unlawful taking more than
The Calloway County Homemakers was the organization
$300 when he appeared in court with attorney Amy Roos
sponsoring the annual sale of poinsettias. A photograph of the
Although he officially will be sentenced Jan. 8, a plea agreement
poinsettias that had arrived at the Family Life Center of First
with the commonwealth recommends Stover serve six months of
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — tovernor and the senator."
United Methodist Church in Friday's Ledger failed to note the
a five-year sentence for each charge.
congratulated
Rudolph
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
—Information from court records
Homemakers' involvement. The Ledger apologizes for the
said Friday he wasn't ready McConnell on being selected
omission.
to offer an endorsement in the as the Senate's top Republigovernor's race and declined can leader in the next Conto evaluate the performance gress! but didn't respond to
of Gov. Ernie Fletcher, who McConnell's lack of endorseNOTICE
by former interim President
ment for the governor on Friis seeking a second term.
Dexter-Almo
The
III
From Front
Dr. Kern Alexander nearly a
In an interview with The day.
Heights Water Dist. will meet
during a May press confer- year ago. Dunn took the first
Monday at 7pm at the District
Joe Gershtenson, director of
Associated Press, McConnell
ence what his goals are. "I step forward and scheduled a
Water Office located at 351
remained tightlipped about Eastern Kentucky University's
took a bit of a pass on that," meeting with Fletcher. The two
Almo Rd.
Fletcher, a fellow Republican Center for Kentucky History
he admits. "I said as an incom- were scheduled to meet pn• The Calloway County
who has been embroiled in legal and Politics, said potential
ing president it was presump- vately on Friday afternoon
Board of Education will hold a
and political turmoil this year. Republican gubernatorial hopetuous to lay out all these while the governor was holdpublic forum at the preschool
"I'm not ready to endorse fuls might see an opening in
on Dec. 14 at 6:15 p.m. to disgoals."
ing an open toroth at MSU's
anybody right now," said McConnell's public silence.
cuss a health and wellness
Since then, he's read the Hopkinsville campus.
policy.
"One thing it doesn't do is
McConnell, the chief architect
university's strategic plan and
"I am going to step out
NI The Housing Authority of
behind the Republican rise to scare off other Republicans,"
talked to people with a vest- today as symbolism of what
Murray has developed an
ed interest. "At the same time, hope to do am presidents —
power in Kentucky. "There's Gershtenson said in a phone
agency plan in compliance
I do think a president I can to meet with the governor and
interview. Still, he cautioned
going
flux
of
lot
a
obviously
with the Quality Housing and
bring a set of over-arching — continue to get this story out."
on. It looks like there's going not to "read too much" into
- . Work Responsibility Act of
To find out
I am going to call them — Dunn told the crowd.
to be primaries on both sides. McConnell not tipping his
- -1998 and is available for
what's
values," Dunn continued.
I may have more to say about hand.
In an interview later, Dunn
t:review at 716 Nash Dr.,
To reach excellence in all said building bridges with
happenin'
"If he wanted to come out
•:through Jan. 16 from 7:30
that later, or I may not."
areas — including in academ- Frankfort officials starts by
p.m. Monday through
in your
Robbie Rudolph, Fletcher's and pass judgment on the govics, athletics and cultural events being in contact with them.
Friday. A public hearing is
he
and
ernor,
—
can
he
then
of
secretary
and
mate
running
community
— Dunn said resources need
planned for Jan. 16 at noon at
"Be present. Be visible
his executive cabinet, said he chose not to," he said.
read the
-:the Authority's office.
to be development and sup- Build relationships," Dunn said
the
entered
formally
Fletcher
the
when
Fletcher
with
was
II To report a Town Crier
port needs to be broadened. One of his philosophy. "There is
governor spoke to McConnell 2007 governor's race when he
'item, call 753-1916.
way he wants to do that is no great rocket science to doing
a few days before last month's filed his candidacy papers this
by considering a capital cam- this work."
week.
election.
paign.
• Gov. Fletcher said he had
First Baptist Church, Murray, KY
Republican Billy Harper, a
"They talked about the
While not launching any- a good meeting with Dunn,
presents
elections," Rudolph said in a Paducah businessman and
thing specific. Dunn just allud- who sought out the opportuFletcher's Fletcher's former political ally,
statement from
ed to the need and said he nity to start building the relaspokeswoman. "Anything else has said he plans to challenge
wanted to get the right peo- tionship.
they discussed is between the the governor.
ple thinking about it. The uni1 am very encouraged. lA c
versity's last capital campaign will work in a collaborative way
raised $30.5 million from 1997 to make Murray State even
to 2001, according to. MSU's more outstanding than it already
Vice President for Institution- is," Fletcher said in 'a teleal Advancement Jim Carter.
phone interview with the
"If we are going to move Ledger ct limes following his
to
the next level and do the Hopkinsville visit. 'It will work
SIS
,aof
'
things everybody wants — they very well with this president
e.-aren't going to happen because for the good of Murray State
I called for them,- Dunn said. and the whole commonwealth.'
-3 SATURDAY, DEC. 2ND • 10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
And he says the university
Outreach and openness were
can't do it alone. A former the themes of Dunn's remarks
r-• ,l," SUNDAY, DEC. 3RD • 1 P.M. TO S P.M.
local schools superintendent in — both to the crowd gathered
1.
'
4
. '
Illinois and department chair in the lobby and later with
0 Ut Our Large Selecti
at Southern Illinois Universi- reporters. He
wants to move
ty. Dunn wants to partner with past negative
of Christmas Items
publicity and deal
others, especially local school with what he
can control —
and All Other Merchandi
systems, community colleges making himself, ikaflable and
and economic development the
university open along the
groups.
Huge Savings In
way.
But not all partnerships need
•(onwl'inentarY Our Clearance Cabin
"There's a public good that
*Refreshments
ialt4
to be new ones, he said. Some comes
from this. This is a
relationships just need to be public university." Dunn said.
improved.
"We are supported by taxes
After a bitter budget debate from the
citizenry. Parents and
between the Gov. Ernie Fletch- students pay
great amounts of
er administration and the past money to
come here. We don't
university administration led need to hide."
For free tick;t information, please cal) the church office at 753-1854

McConnell declines to make
gubernatorial endorsement
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son and Rev. William Dodoes will officiate. Visitation will be
Billy G. Howard, 80. Murray, died Friday. Dec. I. 2006. at at J.H. Checchi!' Funeral Home hum 5 to 8 p.m. today (Saturday).
7:20 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
Mn. Waldrop. 88, Edge Hill Trail. Hazel. died Thursday.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, he was an
Army veteran of World Wu II anti a retired over-the-road Nov. 30, 2006. at 3:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Murray.
truck driver.
Preceding her in death were one daughter, Jan Rudolph; two
The son of the late John William and Alyne
Golden Howard, he was preceded in death by sisters. Martha B Venable and Isabela Edwards, and one brother, Enoch Wilson. Born Apnl IS. 1918. in Graves C'ounty„.Alir
one sister, Zane Howard Sanders.
Survivors include his wife. Wyona Arnett was the daughter of the late Joe Ben Wilson and Lillie Swan
Howard; two daughters, Martha Hodges, Murray, and Suzanne Wilson. A homemaker. she was a member of Mt. Pleasant
Wilkerson and husband, Kenneth, Orlando, Fla., and two broth- Presbytenan Church.
Survivors include her husband, I.D. Waldrop. one son. David
ers, Ted Howard, Murray, and Sam Howard, Mayfield; as well
Waldrop and wife, Sondra. Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Sue Boyd
as three grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Services will be Sunday at 2 p.m. at Brown Funeral Chapel and husband, Nelson. Mayfield. and Mrs. Oval Day Motheral.
in Mayfield with Mike Ricker and John Dale officiating. Bur- Minnesota, one brother. Gerald Wilson and wife. Lucy. Mayial will be in Mayfield Memory Gardens. Pallbearers will be field, five gnunichildren and 15 great-grandchildren.
Allen Overby, Arlie Crittendon. Ted Allen Howard. Jerry Howard,
Mrs. Pat Thompson
Johnny Howard. and Joe Hargrove.
The funeral for Mrs. Pat Thompson was today (Saturday) at
Visitation will be after 4 p.m. today (Saturday). Brown
am, in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
II
Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
Benton. Res. Ricky Cunningham and Rcv. Trad York officiated. Burial was in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Raymond G. Carlisle
Mrs. Thompson. 71, Benton, died Wednesday, Nov. 29, 2006.
Raymond G. Carlisle. 57, Mayfield. died Thursday. Nov. 30.
8:30 p.m. at her home.
at
Center.
2006, at 1:30 p.m., at Jackson Purchase Medical
She was a member of the Order of the Eastern Star and of
A Vietnam Army veteran, he was a retired supervisor for
her in death were her parIngersol-Rand and was of the Methodist faith. Hardin Baptist Church. Preceding
Lee Jones.
Belle
Anna
and
Jones
Rochie
ents.
He was preceded in death by his father, Robert
Survivors include her husband. Jack G. Thompson, to whom
C. Carlisle, and a sister. Kathenne Pearl Welch.
years, three daughters. Mrs. LauSurvivors include his wife, Cassandra Frizzell she had been married for 53
Ford, Benton. and Mrs. Jackie Thompson MarCarlisle; his mother, Margaret Welch. Murray: ne Thompson
Marlin. both of Greenwood. Ind.:
one son, Trad Carlisle, Lexington. Ky.: three lin and Mrs. Ann Thompson
step-daughters, Shelby Long. Bailey Long and Sydney Long. 10 grandchildren and eight greatinindchildren.
Dublin community; two sisters. Karen Parrn, Bell City, and Ins
Mrs. Imogene Nelson
Dillon. Marshall County; and two grandchildren.
The funeral for Mrs. Imogene Nelson was today (Saturday )
Funerbrown
in
p.m.
Services will be today (Saturday) at 2
II a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton.
at
al Chapel, Mayfield, with Barry Robertson officiating. Bunal
Larry Logsdon and Rev. Trent Cornwell officiated.' BurRev.
Christ
of
Cemetery.
Church
Macedonia
will be in the
in the Unity Cemetery. Hardin.
was
ial
Pallbearers will be Kenneth Galloway, Bobby Galloway. RonMrs. Nelson , 80. Olive Creek Road, Benton. died Thursnie Galloway, Teddy Clapp. Greg Boyd. and David Green
day. Nov. 30, 2006. at 12:20 p.m. at her home.
Carlisle.
A homemaker, she was a member of New Testament BapBrown Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
tist Church. One son, Johnny Randall (Randy) Nelson. and
two sisters. Inez Lovett and Lucille Shepherd, all preceded her
Mrs. Iva Nell Waldrop
in death. She was the daughter of the late Jessie Los ett and
will
Sunbe
A graveside service for Mrs. Iva Nell Waldrop
•
Mathis Lovett.
day at 2 p.m. at Story's Chapel Cemetery. Rev. James Law- Monico
Survivors include her husband. Johnnie Nelson: three daugh-

ten. Mrs Janice Nelson Botterusaa. /Urdu' Mn. Shalom P.
Gdbertsvilk. and Mrs Gad Neboa Freaks. BOMB; MO MM,
Dasay Nelson and fumy Nelaua. and cae malat. Ma. NOlkiia
Jones. all of Beams, two become. dudes Loved. Mom awl
Thomas Lovett. MU(TZ . 15 gran,k Mares mod 13 instisimdchaltirrn

Paid Obituary
Name Boyd West
The funeral for Hama Boyd West was Frwthy as 11 amt. as
the chapel of 1 H Churchill Funeral Home Naha Dale and
.
Res Richard Smith off-staled
Pallbearers were Sieves. Mark and Jaion Wem. Lan, Wyo.'.
Carl Oakley and Charlie Robertson. acuse. Fred Sdiultr. Robert
Jeffrey. Dasid Buckingham. Allen Russell. Erwin Ant. Jams
and Janne Potts, Collard Rosa. Richard Falwell. John Mat
Hill. Tommy and Ed Carroll. Paachall West. Dennis Woods,
Dr. Johnny Quertermous. Dr. Conrad Jones. Jimmie Boone,
R.C. Jones. 1 D Rayburn. Jim Lawson, Sam Spicelaud and
Gene Johnson Bunid was in the Murray City C
Mr. West, 85, Olive Boulevard. Murray. died Tuesd4, Nov.
28. 2005. at 625 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
A Nass seteran of World War U. be earned a &gfr from
Columbia Untilersity Mid Shipmen Officà School.
s
, and his bachelor of science and master's degrees
'
112h
from Murray State University where he lettered
in basketball He taught school at Murnis High
and Middle schools for 25 years and was one of
the founders of the Murray Little League Baseball Program
He was inducted into the Mums High School Football Hall
of Fame SS assistant coach in the high school, middle s,
and Little League programs
Mr. West was a former meniber ot the Murray City Council and was a member of Glendale Road Church of Chnst.
Murray Lions Club and American Legion He also was former
manager of Murray Wholesale Grocers
One brother. Edward Mason West. preceded him in death
Born Nos. 23, 1921. in Calloway Counts. he was the son of
the late Owen Mason West and Thelnui Boyd West.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Rebecca Robertson West,
to whom he was married Oct. 23. 1943, in Murray. one daugh-s. Nashville.
ter. Mrs. Becky West Wynn and husband. Lan
Tenn.; one son. Steven Luther West and wife. Gall. Hunting
don. Tenn., four grandchildren. Mart West and wife. Holly.
Elizabethtown. Jason West and NiCole West. Nashville. and MiRantia West. Huntingdon. and (oar great-grandchildren

Red Cross offers class

Strong to
resign
from post
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API —
Longtime Cabinet for Economic Development Secretary Gene
Strong, who has held the post
since 1993. said Friday that he's
resigning next year.
Strong began as a deputy
secretary in the cabinet in 1991
under former Gov. Brereton
Jones. but will resign effective Jan. 31. 2007. accorthng
to a news release. The Kentucky Economic Development
Partnership Board appointed
Strong as secretary of the cabinet in March 1993.
"It has been a pnvilege and
distinct honor to serve as secretary of the economic development cabinet for nearly 14
years." Strong said in a statement. "I appreciate the support I have received over the
years from three governors,
the Kentucky General Assembly. the partnership board, a
host of global business leaders and the Kentucky economic development community."
Most of Gov. Ernie Fletcher's original executive cabinet
have resigned or switched jobs
since he took office in 2003.
Among those who have departed include former Commerce
Secretary Jim Host, former
Education Secretary Virginia
Fox and Health and Family
James
Secretary
services
Holsinger.

TVA '06 payments
totals $376M
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. iAP)
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority paid state and local
governments a record $376
million in lieu of taxes in fiscal 2006, an increase of more
than $11 million from the previous year.
"The total payments are up
3 percent from 2005, reflecting continued economic growth
in the TVA region and increased
power sales," TVA President
and CEO Tom Kilgore said
Thursday.
"TVA's payments in lieu of
taxes are an important source
of revenue for local communities, which use the money
to help fund their programs
and services,- he said.
TVA. the country's largest
public utility, makes tax equivalent payments, based on annual power sales, to state and
local governments in the eight
states in which it operates.
TVA has been making the payments since 1933.
Total payments by TVA in
fiscal year 2006 were: Alabama, $93.4 million; Georgia.
$6.1 million; Illinois. $356,774;
Kentucky, $33 million; Mississippi. $20.2 million: North
Carolina. $1.8 million: Tennessee, $222 million, and Virginia. $130,711.

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter American Red Cross and
the Murray-Calloway Counts
Hospital Center for Health &
Wellness are offenng a free
class to the community entitled "Pandemic Flu Information Series — Are Your Prepared?" on Dec II
The class will be in the
Center for Health & Wellness
classroom beginning at 11 a.m.
and will last about an hour.
There are things that everyone can do to slow the spread
of the flu and reduce its impact
both seasonal and pandemic
flu.
'The Pandemic Flu - Are
Your Prepared '" presentation
developed by the American
Red Cross is an interactive, onehour class that provides the

following information:
—What to expect during a
flu pandemic
--The differences between
seasonal flu and pandemic Hu
—How the influenza sins
spreads
—Steps to help sou and
your family prevent the spread
of seasonal and pandemic flu
—How to prepare for a flu
pandemic
Participants will receive free
handoutsthat are packed with
information regarding seasonal and pandemic flu Class wax
is limited and interested participants are asked to pre-register at 607 Poplar St.. poor
to the class. Please contact
Executive Director Tors Daughnty at 753-1421 or callow asredcross tt murray-ky.net for more
infonnanon.
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DISASTER

PREPAREDNESS: Murray-Calloway County DES-Rescue Squad members.

from left. Johnny Coleman. Amanda Waldrop and Richard Burkeen listen dunng a 10-part
training senes visiting all local schools The squad members recently visited Calloway
County High School to learn about procedures and routes in the event of emergency/disaster such as tornado or earthquake, as well as the main shut-off locations for gas. water
and electric, and where the kids are located during emergency situations.
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Body pulled
from river
turned over to
Ft. Campbell
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A body recovered
from the Cumberland River
on Friday morning was
turned over to military
are
who
investigators
searching for a missing
Fort Campbell soldier.
Authorities would not
confirm the identity of the:
body, but it fit the description of Spc. Jessiah Jameson, 21. who disappeared
on Nov. 16, two days after
returning on leave from
Iraq. Montgomery County
Department
Shenff's
spokesman Ted Denny said.
The body was taken to
Fort Campbell for an autopsy to be conducted this
morning. said Chris Grey.
an Army Criminal InvesCommand
tigations
spokesman.
The hods was recovcred about II a.m. CST
after being spotted by a
barge operator on the river
from
downstream
Clarksville.
Officials are not saying
if they suspect foul play
in the disappearance of
Jameson. who was lost wen
at the Kickers Country Club
in Clarksville
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MSU Police to conduct
checkpoints next week
Staff Report
Murray State University
Police Department will conduct
traffic safety checkpoints on
campus starting next week.
The checkpoints will begin
Monday and continue through
Dec. 14. Officers will check for
impaired drivers and children
not properly restrained in safety
seats while informing dnvers

about the required use of seat
belts, according to a release
Police
MSU
the
from
Department.
Officers also will distribute
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
red ribbons for awareness.
The checkpoints will be conducted at approved locations on
campus.
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Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

cgifi eertificates....

THE GIFT
TO GIVE
THIS
SEASON!

Complete Ear. Nose & Throat Care
Including the/Treatment of
Hearing Loss and Tinnitus
No Referrals Required

Dr. Phillip Mapper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia /Clapper

- Hearing Aid Specialist
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1N)Physician's Hearing Center
Medusa/ Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South fah Strret • Murray. KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4924
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GOP moderates will
fight to be heard
WASHINGTON (AP)
They call themselves Main
Street Republicans, moderates
consigned to the back alleys
of politics by their own
party. But despite a severe
bruising in the fall election,
this minority within a minority finds itself with new
avenues to explore, including
working more closely with
Democrats.
The Republican Main
Street Partnership, a leading
voice of GOP moderates in
Congress, lost seven of its
48 House members to Democratic challengers in the
November election. Two
other senior members, Rep.
Sherwood Boehlert, R-N.Y.,
and Jim Kolbe, R-Ariz., are
retiring.
The group also saw Sen.
Lincoln Chafee, R-R,I., one
of its eight Senate members
and possibly the most liberal
Republican in Congress, get
swamped by the Democratic
deluge.
"We had some difficult
losses, people who had been
very vocal and active in
terms of being moderates."
Rep. Mike Castle, R-Del.. a
Main Street leader, said in
an interview. Castle said his
group still can be a force in
the new Democratic-controlled Congress by working
with conservative and moderate Democrats.
Holding one-fifth of the
GOP's seats in the House.
Republican moderates will be
needed by Democrats, particularly on such issues as
expanding stem cell research,
improving access to health
care and promoting alternative energy. Republicans
moderates also hold the key
to any Democratic hope of
overriding vetoes by President Bush.
Rep. Mark Kirk, R-111., a
Main Street member who
also heads an overlapping
group of centrists called the
Tuesday Group, said he
plans to work with the Blue
Dogs, conservative House
Democrats who are demanding a bigger role in policymaking because of their pivotal role in the elections.
Kirk is promoting a "suburban agenda" that includes
such issues as tax-deferred
savings programs for children
and protecting suburban open
space.
The election losses for
GOP moderates were all the
more painful because moderates on the Democratic ticket
flourished, helping carry their
party back into the majority.
Indiana, a solid red state,
went from a 7-2 Republican
advantage in the House to a
5-4 Democratic edge because
three Democratic moderates
ousted conservative incumbents.
"Indiana is really more
moderate than it is Republican," said Robert Schmuhl, a
political analyst and University of Notre Dame profes-

sor. "That is something we
learned from the election.'
But GOP moderates tend
to come from more diverse.
Democratic-leaning districts
that make them vulnerable
when the political winds
shift. That was the fate of
losing Main Street members
Reps. Rob Sinunons and
Nancy Johnson of Connecticut.
Another victim was Rep.
Jim Leach, a I5-term lawmaker from Iowa who
opposed the war in Iraq and
supported abortion rights.
Other defeated GOP Main
Streeters were Charles Bass
and Jeb Bradley of New
Hampshire, Sue Kelly of
New York and Curt Weldon
of Pennsylvania.
Another departed member
is Rep. Mark Foley, R-Fla.,
who resigned in September
after it was revealed he had
sent sexually explicit electronic messages to former
House pages.
Main Street executive
director Sarah Chamberlain
Resnick said fiscal conservatives in her group who share
some views with Democrats
on social and environmental
issues were also hurt because
"the Republican Party wasn't
a big- enough tent" for them.
While the new Democratic
majority ranges in political
philosophy from liberal
Speaker-elect Nancy Pelosi
of California to conservative
freshman Heath Shuler, a
former NFL quarterback from
North Carolina, Republicans
concentrated on shoring up
their conservative base.
Resnick said.
"If it all adds up to just
appealing to a more conservative base, then we are
dealing at the margins in
terms of gaining seats," Castle said of fellow Republicans.
Moderates were heartened
that Rep. John Boehner, ROhio, considered to be open
to all wings of the party,
defeated conservative standard-bearer Rep. Mike Pence.
R-1nd., in party leadership
elections earlier this month.
But Main Street's only spot
in the leadership went to
Rep. Kay Granger, R-Texas,
one of its more conservative
members, who was elected
GOP conference vice-chair.
Pence made a name for
himself by heading the Main
Streeters' conservative counterpart, the Republican Study
Committee. It went into the
election with 110 members,
almost half of all House
Republicans. Despite GOP
losses in the election of 30plus seats, the RSC expects
to come cl6se to maintaining
its current membership level.
Meanwhile, of the 13
Republican freshman in the
next Congress, only one,
Dean Heller of Nevada, has
said he is joining the Main
Street caucus.
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The Lamb that takes away
the transgressions of the world
Each year at this time, since 1989,
we have re-read Charles Dickens's A
Christmas Carol, the classic written in
1843, and never yet failed to find in it
some new dimension — humor, use of
light and color images, word choices
(such as "gruel") — upon which to
reflect.
Reading this year. we were jarred
by the oft-neglected
appearance mid-book
of two grotesque children under the robe
of the Spirit of
Christmas Present:
From the foldings
of its robe, it brought
two children;
wretched, abject,
frighil, hideous. miserable....
"Oh, Man! Look
here. Look, look,
By Larry
down here!"
exclaimed the Ghost.
McGehee
They were a boy
Syndicated
and a girl. Yellow,
Columnist
meager, ragged,
scowling, wolfish; but
prostrate, too, in their humility. Where
graceful youth should have filled their
features out, and touched them with its
freshest tints, a stale and shriveled
hand, like that of age, had pinched,
and twisted them, and pulled them into
shreds. Where angels might have sat
enthroned, devils lurked, and glared out
menacing. No change, no degradation,
no perversion of humanity in any
grade. through all the mysteries of
wonderful creation, has monsters half
so horribk and dread....
"Spirit! Are they yours?" Scrooge
•
could say no more.
"They are Man's," said the Spirit,
looking down upon them. "And they
cling to me, appealing from their
fathers. This boy is Ignorance. This girl
is Want. Beware them both, and all of
their degree, but most of all beware
this boy, for on his brow I see written
which is Doom, unless the writing be
erased. Deny it!" cried the Spirit,
stretching out its hand towards the city.
"Slander those who tell it ye! Admit it
for your factious purposes, and make it
worse! And bide the end!"
"Have they no refuge or resource?"

cried Scrooge.
"Are there no prisons?" said the
Spirit, turning on him for the last time
with his own words. "Are there no
workhouses?"
This is the passage most readers of
the Carol prefer to skip. The ghastly
grotesqueness of these two suffering
children is almost unbearable, and .its
reason for being there, like an unexpected pothole in a road, certainly is
not clear. (It took us 18 readings to
get a meaning.) The misery of the reallife characters in the surrounding story
pales in comparison to this imagery.
We have, for years. delighted in
what we thought to be Dickens's
intended message. We have thought that
the meaning of A Christmas Carol lay
in the pilgrimage and transformation of
Scrooge from "squeezing, wrenching.
grasping, scraping, clutching, covetous
old sinner" at the beginning to "as
good a friend, as good a master, and
as good a man, as the good old city
knew, or any other good old city, town,
or borough. in the good old world-.
We had thought, in short, that this
story—with Scrooge as its focus--was a
way of re-telling the biblical parable of
the Prodigal Son's return. Dickens's
point seemed to be that every lost
sheep — like the one the shepherd
sought while leaving ninety-nine behind
— is worth saving, even a wealthy but
worthless Scrooge, and that Christmas
celebrations can be conversion experiences.
But these two maimed children.
Ignorance and Want, who will grow up
into Doom, make us aware that Dickens is actually casting a wider net than
tracing the salvation of one old
Scrooge miser and one young Tiny Tim
cripple. The focus of the Christmas
Carol is not Scrooge, but all the
world's children.
In a bleak and dismal and divided
world. Dickens delighted in children.
The hope he saw for rescuing the
entire world rested in its children. If
they were reared in ignorance and in
poverty, they would become callous and
capricious adults. "As the twig is bent,
so is the tree inclined."
So Dickens here is waging class
warfare. The innocence and unshaped
souls of all children clash with the

jaded and jaundiced cynicisms and selfishness of Man, and the greed and corroded atmosphere of adults clash with
the Christmas idealism of thinking of
and giving to others before serving self,
and the captains of business clash with
the common masses of people.
Humanity is blind to its need for salvation of its soul, and the only way to
save Mankind from itself is by focusing itself upon its children. Spare the
children from Ignorance and from Want.
Dickens pleads. and in doing this
Mankind will itself be saved.
One way of becoming children-conscious. Dickens seems to be saying, is
to return to the reason there was a
child in a manger. See through and
strip away the rituals, the sermons, the
ecclesiastical and capitalistic and hypocritical layers of centuries of rationalizing power and self-centered focusing.
Return to the children. Man's own
worst enemy is Man. Beware especially
of those who disguise their baser
motives in the robes of religion.
In Stave Three, Scrooge goes on
the offensive against the Ghost of
Christmas Present by accusing the
Christianity it represents and celebrates
of actually harming the poor. The
response from the Ghost twhich could
easily describe "religious- voices conspicuously heard today in national
affairs, executive offices and polling
places in recent years) is chilling:
"There are some upon this earth of
yours," returned the Spirit, "who lay
claim to know us, and who do their
hatred.
deeds of passion, pnde.
envy, bigotry. and selfishness in our
name; who are as strange to us and all
our kith and kin, as if they had never
lived. Remember that, and charge their
doings on themselves, not us."
The trappings of modern times are
precisely that: trappings. We are trapped
by habits, and institutions, and attitudes
centuries in the making—chains and
coffer boxes like those Marley is
doomed to wear in eternity. We must.
Dickens warns, divest ourselves of most
of what we think defines us. We must
save the children from ignorance and
from want, and we must become wise
and caring children ourselves. Our own
rebirth will come when we focus upon
children, not upon ourselves.

Women want woman president
book, at 10 percent. Al Gore
Almost a hundred years
at 9 percent and Sen. John
ago, Sigmund Freud famousKerry (Mass.), probably sufly asked. "What do women
want?" In political terms, the fering from his foot-in-mouth
answer is unmistakable: What disease, back at 7 percent.
women want is a woman
On the Republican side,
president. And their voting
Rudy Giuliani led with 28
preferences are showing how
percent. followed by Sen.
strongly they feel.
John McCain (Ariz.) at 26
percent, Rice at 13 percent,
According to the Gallup
former House Speaker Newt
Poll of Nov. 9-12. both
Gingrich (Ga.) at 7 percent,
Democratic and Republican
outgoing Massachusetts Govwomen disproportionately
ernor Mitt Romney at 5 persupport their party's potential
cent and soon-to-be-former
female candidates. While it
Senate Majority Leader Bill
has not been unusual to see
Frist (Tenn.) at 4 percent.
polls showing a bias by
female voters in favor of
But since both fields are
women who run on the
cluttered with possible nonDemocratic Party line, most
candidates, the real relevance
of these surveys have failed
of this survey is to demonto distinguish whether it is
strate the impact of a female
party or gender that is
candidate on voters of both
attracting female voters. And, parties.
until recently. Republican
Hillary was favored by
women have not shown a
38 percent of the women in
preference for a female canthe Gallup Poll's Democratic
didate.
Primary match-up but got
testBut the Gallup Poll
only 23 percent of the men.
ed Sen. Hillary Rodharn
On the Republican side. Rice
Clinton (D-N.Y.) in a Demowon 18 percent of the
cratic primary field and Con- women and only 8 percent
a Republican
cpleezza Rice in,1
of the men.
match-up. Among
Such a dramatic gender
sexes, Hillary ran first in her
gap. on each side of the
party with 31 percent of the
partisan divide, illustrates the
vote, followed by newly
power of a woman candihyped Sen. Barack Obama
date, from either party, run(Ill.) at 19 percent, John
ning for president.
Edwards. likely benefiting
Remember that women
from his wife s best-selling

are 52 percent of our population, 54 percent of the registered vote, and usually
between 55 percent and 56
percent of actual turnout.
Indeed, so powerful is
the female vote that it is
credited with swinging two
of our last three presidential
elections. In 1996, it was the
soccer moms who turned
away from the abstract -family values- of the Republicans to embrace the more
pragmatic and specific childand- education-focused programs of the Clinton administration. In 2004, these same
moms, now designated "security moms," turned away
from the bite-sized measures
of the Democrats and voted
for the tough anti-terrorist
policies of George Bush.
Nineteen million single
women voted in 2000 and
27 million came out in
2004. If a woman runs for
president. it stands to reason
that such turnout will rise
still further. If single women
vote in proportion to their
share of the national population, they could account for
32 million votes in 2008.
Since women who are either
divorced, widowed, or never
married voted Democratic by
a two-to-one margin in 2004
and 2006, it is likely that
this influx of single women

will be crucial to
Hillary's
candidacy
ior to Rice's
if she
decides to
run).
In our
male-dominated political world,
where punMorris
dits speak
Advisory
mainly to
one another By Dick Morns
Syndicated
and confirm
each other's
Columnist
wisdom, we
do not fully
appreciate the power of a
woman candidate. Single
moms, disproportionately in
poverty, burdened by the
need for good daycare and
schools, often rotting in minimum-wage jobs, are natural
fodder for a woman Democrat who can identify with
their plight • and focus on
their needs. The cultural outpounng that would likely
greet the first woman to be
nominated by a party to nin
for president would probably
drive these women out )ti
droves to vote and participate in the political process
It could be that women
get what they want in 2008
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Chamber checks now available for Christmas giving, gift ideas
Did you know... Chamber checks, Murray's very own
Chamber merchant gift certificates. are available for every
Christmas giving need? Purchasing the preprinted checks
is easy on-line at www.certirichecks.com, by calling the
Chamber at
753-5171 or
by stopping
in the Commerce Center
at 805 North
12th. By purchasing these
certificates,
you
are
tar*
keeping the
Chouhar local dollars
in
Murray
Chat
and
CalBy Lisa
loway CounSatterwhite
Murray/Calloway ty and providing
the
County
recipient
Chamber ot
with the conCanmerce
venience of a
variety of places to use them.
Coming Up Around
Town:
Hazel
Antique
Dealers
Christmas Open House. Hazel.
KY. Today.
Southeastern Book Fair Sale.
3333 US Hwy. 641 North,
Today. 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Santa Hours, Court Square.
Today, 11 a.m. - noon and
1:30 - 3:30 p.m.: Dec. 9, 12:30
- 3:30 p.m.; Dec. 16, 1 - 4
p.m.; Dec. 23, 1 - 4 p.m.
2006 Dickens Dinner, Curris Center. MSU, Tonight. 6:45

p.m. - Caroling: 6:30 p.m. Dinner.
Motocross. Cherry Ag Expo
Center. Tonight, 7:30 p.m.
Betrayal, Actor's Studio Theatre, Wilson Hall. MSU.Tonight
and Dec.
- 9, 7:30 p.m.
I Can't Stop Loving You,The
smash hit celebration of the
Genius of Ray Charles. Carson FOUer Rivers Art Center,
Tonight, 7:30 p.m.; Dec. 3.
2:3() p.m.
Holiday Open House and
Free Concert with music from
Murray Woman's Club Music
Dept Chorus, MHS Choir and
CCHS Choirs, Dec. 3, 2 p.m..
704 Vine. Public Invited.
Hanging of the Green. First
Christian Church, 1 1 1 N. 5th
St.. Dec. 3, 6 p.m.; Concert
with Donnie Hendrix. 5:30 p.m.
Hanging of the Green. First
United Methodist Church Sanctuary, 503 Maple St.. Dec. 3.
6 p.m.
GAC Country Music Concen featuring Deana Carter,
Buddy Jewell, Julie Roberts.
Blue Country and Steve Azar
Live, Lovett Aud., Dec. 3, 7:30
p.m., tickets on sale now at
the
RSEC
Box
Office,
www.ticketmaster.com or 877894-4474 or 753-6466.
Murray Art Guild Open
House & Reception, 500 North
4th St.. Dec. 3 - IS.
A Tuna Christmas, Badgett
House, Grand Rivers, Dec. 7
& 14. call 1-888-362-4223 for
more info.
Marie Osmond's Magic of
Christmas, Carson Four Rivers

Photo noweert
Scrumptious Dinh's Vietnamese Egg Rolls are now available at 715 C South 12th St, across from Food Giant cooked %ash
daily, egg rolls are ready Monday through Fnday 10:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. Stop in for egg rolls, noe, wonton soup and sweet and
sour chicken or call 761-ROLL to have your order ready at their drrve-thru.
Art Center, Dec. 7, 7:30 p.m.
The Gifts of the Magi. Play- p m . Communion Wordup SerABC Finance, 1550 Lowes
AQUA Horse Show, Cher- house in the Park, Dec. 14 - vice. 7 p.m.
Dr. Ste D. Dec. 7. 10:10 a.m
ry Ag Expo Center, Dec. 9, 9 16.
.
Free Cedar Christina'. Trees, (new business).
a.m.; Dec. 10. 8 a.m.
A Holiday Dinner Experi- permits available. Golden Pond
Hampton
Inn, between
Breakfast with Santa. Mur- ence, Twilight Cabaret Theatre Visitor's Center. LBL. start a Ryan's Steakhouse and Lowe'.
ray Woman's Clubhouse. Dec. Productions. Ken Bar Lodge. holiday tradition, one tree per -HEW. Dec. 7. 2 p.m. (ground9. 9:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Gilbertsville. Dec. IS - 16, family, call 1 -800-LBL-7077 for breaking).
Humane Society of Calloway 6:30 p.m.. call 436-2399 for more info.
The Murras Bank. 700 N.
County. Santa Claws pictures. reservations by Dec. 13th.
Company for the Holidays. 12th Street, Dec 14, 4:30 PetsMart - Paducah, Dec. 9 Murray State University fall WKMS 91.3 FM Annual Fes- 6:30 p.m. (grand opening for
10, II a.m. - 5 p.m.
Commencement. RSEC, Dec. tival of Seasonal Songs. through new building/publiL welcome).
A Christmas Eve at The 16.
Jan. 7. wwwwlms.org for more
Homeplace. LBL, Dec. 9 &
'Hallelujah to the Newborn info.
For name antormation on
16. 6 - 8 p.m.
King', Westside Baptist Church, Business After
heconang a member of the
Murray
Woman's Club 207 Robertson Rd. South, Dec. Hours/Open Houses/
urray-CalIon al
Cowin'
Kappa Dept. Tour of Homes. 17, 3 p.m. & 6 p.m.
Chamber of Commerce or host,
Ribbon
Cuttings:
Dec. 10, 1 - 4 p.m.
'Christmas Alive'. First Unitmg a Chamber event contact
Murray Art Guild, 5(X) North
Paducah Symphony Orches- ed Methodist Church SanctuTab Brockman or Lisa Saner4th
St..
Dec.
3,
2:30
p.m.
(open
tra & Chorus, Lovett Aud., ary. 503 Maple St., Come and
white at 753-5171.
MSU., Dec. 10, 2:30 p.m.
Go Communion. 5:30 - 6:30 house/public invited).

InBusiness

Local resident selected to attend forum symposium
David Travis, CLU CHFC, was selected to attend the Northwestern Mutual
Forum. held Nov. 5-8 at The Phoenician
in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Travis, a Financial Representative with
the Northwestern Mutual Financial Network.
was invited to the Forum
in recognition of his
outstanding year of performance, serving the
needs of customers
throughout the region.
Travis joins a distinguished group of representatives that have
qualified more than once
Travis
for this honor. Travis
is a representative with
The Kentucky-Southern Indiana Group.
located in Louisville, Ky.

The Northwestern Mutual Forum is an
education and development symposium
that focuses on industry issues and ways
to enhance productivity for top producing Financial Representatives. Of the Company's nearly 7.700 representatives, only
270 were eligible to attend this annual
event. As a Forum participant, Travis will
receive specialized support, services from
the Company's home office, allowing him
to meet the changing needs of policyowners.
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network.
the marketing name for the sales and distribution arm of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee.
WI INorthwesten Mullial I. provides expert
guidance on insurance, investment products and services, retirement and estate
analysis, education funding and employee benefits.

The. company. its subsidiaries and affiliates provide life insurance, annuities, mutual funds, lbng-term care insurance and
disability income insurance. Among its affiliated companies are those that comprise
the Russell Investment Group. which provide investment management and advisory services; Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC NMISI. a whollyowned company of Northwestern Mutual,
broker-dealer and member NASD and SIPC;
and Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company, a wholly-owned company of Northwestern Mutual, limited purpose federal savings bank and a registered investment adviser which provides
financial planning. investment management and trust services.
A subsidiary, Northwestern Long Term
Care Insurance Company, offers long-term
care insurance.

Wynn named top realtor
with sales of $7.5 million
Coldwell Banker 1st Realty Group announced Renee
Wynn
has
been named
top realtor
with sales of
$7.5 million
for 2006.
Wynn.
who
has
been a real
estate prof essional
since 1985
Wynn
in western
Kentucky
and west Tennessee, has always
been in the top percentile of
the Murray-Calloway Board of

Realtors for sales and !cadet
ship

She has been recognized by
Coldwell Banker hs being
inducted into the horiorars
National Diamond and Platinum
Societies as a multimillion dollar producer tor the last
years. In 2004 she had the
largest single residential sale
in the history of the Board 01
Realtors
Wynn has served on thc Murray-Calloway County Board ot
Directors for the past ses en
years and has earned her GRI
(Graduate Realtor Institute) and
an ABR (Accredited Buyer Rep-

resentative) designations

National pharmacy chains strengthen privacy policies
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
— The nation's largest drugstore chains say they are working to better protect patient
privacy after an investigative
TV report turned up sensitive
information about hundreds of
customers in trash bins in cities
around the country.
Indianapolis TV station
WTHR inspected nearly 300
trash bins and found nearly
2,400 patient records, including piU bottles, customer refill
lists and prescription labels.
Most of the bins belonged to
Walgreens Co., CVS Corp. or
Rite Aid Corp. The inspections
were done in more than a
dozen cities ranging from
Boston to Louisville. Ky., to
Phoenix.
The station said its investigation began after a grand-

mother from Bloomington,'Ind.,
was robbed at her front door
by a thief authorities said found
her address in a CVS trash
bin. The man posed as a pharmacy employee to try to steal
her prescription for the
Oxycontin.
the
painkiller
authorities said.
As part of its response, Deerfield. Ill.-based Walgreens Co.
said it was now instructing
staff to lock outdoor trash bins
at all times and was reviewing the way it disposes of patient
information.
In Woonsocket, R.I., where
CVS is headquartered. 460
patient records were found in
CVS trash bins, the station
said. Responding to the findings, CVS 'sent a statement
acknoMedging it was unacceptable that patient informa-

It's finally your turn to save
money on Insurance

non could be retrieved from
the bins.
"Nothing is more central to
our health care operations than
maintaining the privacy of
health information." the CVS
statement said.
CVS. which operates about
6,200 stores nationwide, said
it was now requiring all trash
generated in its pharmacies —
and not just trash containing
patient information — to be
placed in special bags which
are then returned to CVS warehouses. It said it was also holding in-store training sessions
to review proper procedures
for handling of the pharmacy
trash.
"Our policy, when it's followed correctly, is foolproof,"
said CVS spokesman',
DeAngelis.
es a
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enforcing current policies and
has not made changes. saisl
spokeswoman Jody Cook. Sh
said company policy calls lot
pharmacies to shred confidential patient intonnation, su.. h
as prescription labels It the
store is not set up to do that.
then the information is to he
sent back to pharmacs warehouses to be destroyed.

de Ved

McNutt Insurance

Dan

company was concerned certam n employees were not following proper procedures and
was trying to reinforce the
rules. But she said other TV
stations that have conducted
similar investigations have not
found privacy problems.
Camp Hill. Pa -based Rite
Aid Corp.. the nation's thirdlargest drugstore chain, is

Kopperud Realty's

WITH STATE AUTO'S

PRIME OF LIFE PLAN

lack of execution, that's where
issues arise. So we've enhanced
the policies and procedures in
order to make sure that they
are followed."
Walgrrens, the nation's
biggest drugstore chain by revenue, said it had e-mailed all
of its stores to reiterate its policy for handling patient information.
The company also said it
was now requiring that patient
vials be returned to pharmacy
warehouses to be thrown out.
Previously, staff had been
instructed to either black out
patient information or remove
the label from the vial before
putting it in the trash. Outside
ns are also to be locked
at all time., the company said
spokeswoman
Walgreens
Carol Hively said Thursday the

4 BR. 2 bath undergoing animation% New kitdien cabinet.
and couniennp and new flooring in rival at Located on
quiet cul-de-sac. Lots ci hying aira with a living/dining morn
and a large family room New HVAC and new dnveway.
IbLYX). MLS 035610
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
901

Sycamore Street Murray

270-753-8355
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MSU Ceramics Sale will
be held at Curris Center

NosnitalMenus
"Heart Smart" is the program for the menus in the
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those -restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diets.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, for the Week of
Dec. 4-10 have been released
as follows'.
Monday - chicken
Caesar salad, savory beef stew,
*crumb topped fish filet, *new
red potatoes, macaroni and
cheese, *broccoli spears, fried
okra, *tomato Florentine soup.
Tuesday - *stuffed peppers,
turkey hot brown, country style
steak. *baked potato, *green
bean-carrot blend. *brussel
sprouts, black-eyed peas, chicken and wild rice soup.
Wednesday - meat loaf, fried
puppies,
w/hush
catfish
*Caribbean spiced chicken..
skillet fried potatoes, *seasoned

green beans, seasoned white
beans, *turnip greens, broccoli
and cheese soup.
Thursday - "Italian Spaghetu Festival" - spaghetti w/meat
balls, Fettucini Alfredo, *shrimp
marinara, *sliced pork loin.
breaded cheese sticks, *baby
carrots, *Italian green beans,
duchess potato casserole, garlic toast, herbed dinner rolls,
*vegetable beef and barley
soup.
Friday - *Catalina baked
chicken, BBQ pork, fish filet
sandwich, *Francois blend vegetables, tator tots, *broccoli
spears, *herbed rice pilaf.
*chicken noodle soup.
Saturday - oven baked ham.
Threaded fish filet, *green peas
w/pearl onions, *steamed yellow squash, seasoned potato
wedges, soup of the day.
Sunday - BBQ beef brisket,
*sour cream baked chPken,
*parslied new potatoes. green
bean casserole, *cinnamon
apples, soup of the day.

Murray State University Ceramics Sale
will be held Wednesday and Thursday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the rocking chair
lounge of MSI' ('urns Center.
Proceeds from the sale will go to make
extra money for visiting artists and for
students to attend the national meeting in
Louisville in 2001.
Calloway County Retired Teachers
ciation will meet Monday at 11:30 a.m. for
its annual catered luncheon at the Murray
Buri(sen
Jo
By
Woman's Club House. Reservations s are
Community
required.
Editor

Photo prowled

KAPPA MEETING: Plans for the Tour of Homes on
Sunday, Dec. 9, from 2 to 4 p.m. were made at the
November meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Tickets are available at Howe & Melton,
Caldwell Bankers or from any Kappa member. Hostesses
were, from left, Sue Allison, Lynda Chaney, and Evelyn
Wallis.

luta Hutson, left, and Delpha TayIbt.show one of the quilts discussed at the meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club.

Hutson and Taylor present
program at Hazel meeting
"Quilts Old and New" was some old and some new.
the theme of the program pre- • Nancy Mieure, president.
sented by luta Hutson and Del- presided. The group voted to
pha Taylor at the November give $300 to the United Way
meeting of the Hazel Woman's --a Mug-ay and Calloway CounClub at the Hazel Communi- ty and $150 to Helping His
Kids Foundation.
ty Center.
The date to judge the ChristThe women gave the history of quilts where the need mas yard decorations in the
came from, and how the pat- city of Hazel will be announced
terns got their names. They at a later date. A committee
displayed a collection of work, was appointed to look at the
possibility of revising the club
by-laws.
e
Clarkie Butterworth gave the
devotion.
Theatres
Hostesses for the meeting
1008 Chestnut St.
were Elaine Paschall and CarNO CHECKS
olyn Parks.
The club will have its ChristSCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC. 7
mas meeting with a catered meal
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
by Cindy's of Paris, Tenn., on
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Thursday. Dec. 21, at 6:30 p.m.
moviesinmurray.com
All members are urged to
attend.

Happy Feet
PG - 1:00 - 3:25 - 6:55 - 9:10

By TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar St., Murray.
Our phone number is 7530929. Lunch is served daily
at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested
donation of $1.50. Beverages
are lowfat milk, ice tea and
coffee.
We offer transportation on
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. If you live in the
city limits and need a ride to
our center, the doctor, grocery
store, bank or pharmacy, please
call at least one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open
each week. Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Those who are 60 and older
are invited to exercise at no
cost, as well as take advantage of beginning computer
classes we have to offer. Contact the center at 753-0929 for
_
more information.
Activities and menus for the
of Dec. 4-8 have been
we
released as follows:
Monday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8 or 9
a.m. in the gym. Stride with
Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. to
go walk at Murray State University Regional Special Events
Center, Nutrition Class at 10
a.m. in dining room. Fitness
Aerobics Class at 10 a.m. in
gym, Bingo at 12:30 p.m., and
Advanced Line Dance at 1
p.m. with Beginning Line
Dance at 2 p.m. Baked pork
chop, black-eyed peas, greens,
corn bread, margarine and
orange will be on the lunch
menu.
Tuesday events include
Strength & Stretch Class at 8
a.m., Women's Issues at 10:30

a.m.. Ping Pong at 12:30 p.m.
in the gym and Parkinson's Support Group at noon in the edubation room. Those who have
signed up for the Red Hat Trip
should be ready to leave the
center at 11:30 a.m. On the
lunch menu will be chicken
Parmesan, noodles, tossed salad,
wheat roll, margarine and pears.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8 or 9
a.m., Fitness Aerobics at 10
a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Powder Puff
Pool play from 10 to 11:30
a.m. and Pinochle Club at noon.
H.L. Houssmann, author of
"God's Greatest Passion," will
hold a book signing from II
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the foyer.
Breakfast steak and scrambled
eggs, hash brown potatoes, cinnamon apples, biscuit and gravy,
margarine and tomato juice will
be on the lunch menu.
Thursday events include
Ceramics Class from 9 to 11
a.m., Shuffleboard League at
9:30 a.m. and our movie matinee showing "It's A Wonderful Life" at 12:30 p.m. in the
gym. On the lunch menu will
be chili with beans, carrot raisin
salad, crackers, margarine and
banana.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8 or 9 a.m.,
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., Open Bridge at 10 a.m.,
Blood Pressure checks from
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. and Craft
Class at 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
Turkey and gravy, long grain
wild rice, broccoli, roll, margarine and strawberry gelatin
with fruit cocktail will be on
the menu.
Senior
Murray-Calloway
Citizens Center is a United
Way agency.

Casino Royale
PG13 - 12:55 - 3:45 • 6;50 - 9:45

The Murray bank will host
a Good Life holiday event to
kick-off the travel itinerary for
2007 on Dec. 14 at 2 p.m. in
Deck The Halls
the Barkley .room on the third
PG - 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:25 • 9:30
floor of Murray State University Curris Center.
Deja Vu
All members are invited to
and should respond by
attend
9:35
•
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:40 7:00
Dec. 8.
The Santa Clause 3
For more information contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338
G - 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:20
Or e-mail bsykes@themurray: Program Information Cat 753-3310 : bank.com.
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MES Council will meet

Murray Elementary School based Decision Making Council
will meet Monday at 3 p.m. in the guidance office of the
school. All interested persons are urged to attend.
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other through tte
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129.

Masonic Lodge will meet Monday

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121
North and Robertson Road North.

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 7
p.m. at the district office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Fire Protection District will meet

Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday
p.m. at the No. I fire station of Calloway County Fire6
at
Rescue on East Sycamore Street, Murray.

MWC Board will meet

The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. (note earlier time) at the club house. Those
attending are asked to bring a wrapped donated gift for a child
and also departmental donations of white socks and books for
the veterans hospital.

Health Express lists "stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure, blood sugar,
vision/glaucoma and osteoporosis and pulse checks on Monday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-ALot, Murray; on Tuesday from 9 to II a.m. Wingo Town
Square and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at Burton's Gas Station at Lynnville.

CCMS meeting Monday

Calloway County Middle School CS1P Committee will meet
Monday at 3:15 p.m. in room 215 of the school.

Murray Art Guild plans event

Murray Art Guild will have its opening of its annual Members Exhibit and reception on Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at its
new location at 500 N. Fourth St.. Murray. Featured will be
2 and 3 dimensional artwork by Guild members. titled "MAG
Minis." Those attending will be given materials to create a
"mini" of their own. The exhibit will remain on display during regular hours of 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday. For more information call 7534-4059.

Murray Woman's Club will have its annual "Holiday Open
House" on Sunday at 2 p.m. at the club house, 704 Vine St.
Music will be presented by the Music Department Chorus,
Calloway County High School Choirs and Murray High School
Choir. A social hour will follow. The public is invited.

Hazel open house scheduled
Christmas open house will be held in-the business of the
city of Hazel today and Sunday.

Four Rivers Group will meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the CalloWay County Public Library. This is open to all musicians and listeners. For more information contact Velvaleen at
753-6979.

The Nativity Story
PG - 1:45 - 4:00 - 7:10 - 9:25

4.6

Girl Scout Service Unit will meet
will
the Murray school board office. Girl Scout cookie training
753-6016
at
Hicks
Cheryl
call
information
be held. For more

MWC plans Holiday Open House

Holiday
event
scheduled

Van Wilder 2: Rise Of Tal
R- 1:35 - 3:50 • 7:35 - 9:50

will meet
Girl Scout Service Unit Monday
at 6:30 p.m. at

Support -Group will meet

SeniorActivities

Photo provided

Retired teachers will meet
Asso-

Jo's
Datebook

Hazel Lodge plans event
Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will have its catered
family night on Dec. 9 at 6 p.m. at Harmon Hall, Murray.
Members may bring desserts. Santa Claus will make an appearance. Members are asked to call with the number of adults
and children attending to the area manager office, 753-4373,
or Toni Jones at 492-8662 by Monday.

I
•

Photo provided

LIONS RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATES:
Einar Jenstrom, left, and Jim Nance, co-chairs of the recent
Lions Club Radio/TV auction, show off certificates of
appreciation awarded to them by Lions Clubs International.
Although the final numbers are still being tallied, this years
auction will net over $9,000 which will be used to provide
free eye care for needy persons in the community.

New Beginnings will meet
New Beginnings will meet tonight at 6:30 at Westside Baptist Church. This is a support group for people with incarceration issues of their own, or in their family and is an arm of
Westside Jail/Prison Ministry. A potluck meal will be served
before the program by Lizabeth Walker on "The Radiating Joy
of Complete Freedom in Christ." The public is invited. For
information call Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.
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FLAGPOLE PRESENTED: The Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 presented a 30 foot flagpole to the Masonic Lodge of Murray. This pole was presented in memory of Sept. 11 and
the fallen heroes. This was a patriot project of the local lodge. Pictured, from left are Max
Weatherford, Donald Jones, Henery Hudson, Randall Scott, Charles Jackson, Amos
McCardy, Mark Anderson, Bnce Ratterree, Jack Marvin and Bert Jones.

Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet

Guard against carbon monoxide
FRANKFORT, Ky. - With
another heating season upon
us. State Fire Marshalikodney
Raby and the director of the
Division of Heating. Ventilation and Air Conditioning, Nelson Henderson, urge Kentuckians to learn about the dangers of carbon monoxide.
Carbon monoxide alarms
have been growing in popularity, but it cannot be assumed
that everyone is familiar with
the hazards of carbon monoxide poisoning in the home.
Carbon monoxide kills 200
to 3(X) people each year in the
United States. Carbon monoxide is a silent killer - an invisible, odorless, colorless gas created when fuels such as gasoline, wood, coal, natural gas,
propane, oil and methane burn
incompletely. In the home, heating and cooking units that burn
fuel are potential Sources of
carbon monoxide. .Vehicles or
generators running in an
attached garage can also produce dangerous levels of carbon monoxide.
The dangers of carbon
monoxide exposure vary in
severity according to the victim's health and activity level.
Infants., pregnant women and
people with conditions that limit
the body's ability to use oxygen - emphysema. asthma and
heart disease are examples can be severely affected at lower
concentrations
of
carbon
monoxide. Poisoning can occur
slowly - a low level of carbon monoxide over a long period - or rapidly at a high level.
Symptoms mimic those of
common ailments. Carbon

monoxide poisoning can be mistaken for the flu or food poisoning. Symptoms include
shortness of breath, nausea,
headache, dizziness, blurred
vision or light headedness.
Don't ignore symptoms. especially if more than one person
in the home is feeling them.
if you think you are suffering from carbon monoxide
poisoning you should get fresh
air immediately. Open doors and
windows, turn off combustion
appliances and leave the house.
Go to an emergency room and
tell the physician you suspect
carbon monoxide poisoning.
Safety tips inside the home:
—
Install carbon monoxide alarms listed by an independent testing laboratory.
Alarms should be in a central
location outside each sleeping
area. If bedrooms are spaced
apart. each area will need an
alarm.
-- Call your local fire
department's _ nonemergency
number to find out what number to call if the carbon monoxide alarm sounds. Post that number by your telephone(s). Make
sure everyone in the household knows the difference
between the fire emergency
and carbon monoxide emergency numbers (if there is a
difference).
—
Test carbon monoxide
alarms at least once a month
anti replace them according to
the manufacturer's instructions.
monoxide
—
Carbon
alarms are not substitutes for
smoke alarms. Know the difference in sounds.
—
Have
fuel-burning
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heating equipment (fireplaces,
furnaces, water heaters, wood
and coal stoves, space or
portable heaters) and chimneys
inspected by a professional
for
every year before cold weath- HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Monday. Dec. 4, 2006:
er sets in.
—
When purchasing new Often this year. you will make a
heating and cooking equipment, decision and suddenly underselect products tested and stanil the opposite point of view.
labeled by an independent test- As. a result, you could change
your decision. Other people
ing laboratory.
—
When using a fire- might find this a bit difficult.
place. open the flue for ade- Many could be unwavering and
might try to box- you in in some
quate ventilation.
—
Never use your osen manner. You will break past
these mental images this year. If
to heat your home.
—
WIten buying an exist- you are single, you 'will be
ing home, have a qualified social and have many opportutechnician evaluate the integri- nities to dive into a relationship.
ty of the heating and cooking." Some of you will play the field;
systems, as well as the sealed others will settle down.
spaces between the garage and Learning to understand where
your sweetie. is coming from
house.
Safety tips outside the home: will be important if you are
— If you need to warm attached. Often, you will disa vehicle, remove it from the 'agree, and loth of you have reagarage immediately after start- son to take the stand you do.
ing it. Do not run a vehicle. Consider how both of you can
generator or other fueled engine be right. GEMINI adores you
or motor indoors, even if garage but can be challenging.
doors are open. Make sure the
exhaust pipe of a running vehi- The Stars Show the Kind of
cle is not covered with snow. Day You'll 'flay,: 5-Dynamic:
—
During and after a 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
snowstorm, make sure vents 1 -Difficult
for the dryer, furnace, stove
and fireplace are clear of snow ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** A lot drops on you.
build-up.
—
Never use barbecue Rather than buck trends, work
be hapgrills - which can produce car- with situations. You will
pier. A child or loved one could
bon monoxide - in the home.
be most difficult Tonight- Catch
garage or near building open- up on a fnends news
ings. Use them only outdoors. TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
When
—
camping. *** You might feel that its time
remember to use battery-pow- to analyze your spending before
ered lights in tents, trailers and you get yourself into trouble.
motor homes.
Plan the holidays with your
finances in mind. Others might
be cranky, including youl Pull
back and know that you don't
have to make major decisions
nght now Tonight Gather all
your bills
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Though you might be
upbeat, you could feel as if others are having a Scrooge attack.
Just let problems go. as they are
likely to resolve themselves
soon enough. You might be
prone to being involved in a misunderstanding. Tonight Just be
yourself.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Step back from various situations in your life. Your besl bet
is understanding what is going

Ptioto prosockui
WRITING STRATEGIES: Constance Alexander visited recently with the gifted and talented
students at Calloway County Middle School. With the sixth-grade, Alexander spoke about
an experience in Denmark and the students interviewed her in preparation for'cyriting a feature article. The seventh-grade wrote an Egyptian poem and discussed reflective wnting.
Students in the eighth-grade listened to a late letter poem and composed letter poems of
their own. Pictured from lett are seventh-grade students Abigail Bourtand and Ashley
Gullixson, Alexander.

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?
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The Ce4ter for Health &
Wellness 'trill be offering several educational events diking
the month of December. wilds
will be offered to members.
MCCH employees, as well as
the general community.
The
Miracle
Moments
Maternity Center will be offering Prepared childbuth Classes at the Center for Health &
Wellness on Monday nights,
Dec. 4, II. and 18 from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Pre-registration is required for all classes. For more information, to
pre-register for the classes, or
to arrange for a personalized
tour of the Miracle Moments
Maternity Unit, call Elizabeth
Kluidem 270-762-1940.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in December at the Center for Health & Wellness. The
Diabetes
Self-Management
Classes will be on Tuesday.
Dec. 5 and Wednesday. Dec.
6 & Wednesday, December 13
and Thursday. Dec. 14 from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
These
classes are presented by the
Center for Diabetes and help
create awareness on the latest
diabetic treatments and selfmanagement techniques available. Participants must preregister by calling 270-762-

11106 or 1400-1122-11140. eat
1101.
The Ceeler ise Hese& &
Wellness will be eller* bee
intmagy acemaisop on Tuesday. Dec. 19 from 8 a.m. to
12 Nom awl 1 pea. to 3 p.a.
in the Confeeence Room for
vision/glaucoma and oNooporous heel scans. Those Wmcued should call the Caster
for Health & Wellness and set
up an appointment at 270-7621348.
Additionally. a support poup
will be meeting at the Center
for Health & Wellness &snug
December.
The Murray
Stroke/Head Injury Support
Group will meet on Thursday.
Dec. 21 front 5:30 p.m to
6:30 p.m. in the classroom.
For more infortnation on this
support group. contact Cheryl
Crouch at 270-762-1557_
There will be an educational session, Christmas Holiday
Family Traditions, on Monday.
Dec. 4 from 11:30 a.m. to
Noon at the Center for Health
& Wellness Center Classroom.
Join Rebecca Wright for a
quiet. meaningful time to share
your family traditions and learn
about others you may want to
add to your own. Bnng one
or more traditions to share

kin glee Roder. Ellefettre
SplallblI OM 'Nelda,. Dec 19
fecea Noes se 1130 pa. se
Calor for Webb
1Vellmess Classroom for her educational mania wooded -Ways
to Deal with Stress Through
the Holidays.* Take 30 asinine& out 01 year buoy day to
learn y gnosis localnlines AIN
deli With Weis.
There will be a proems
two entitled "Paageniic Phi.
Are you Proposed? re Se Center tor Health & Isselbeses Classroom on Monday. Dec 11 fins
11(X) a ni to ,Noots.
This
presentation, developed ha, the
American Red Oak is an interactive use hoer class dist giovides infosemboe on what so
expect *Drift a flu pandemic.
the differeaces in amecesal mid
bow the virus
pandensic
spreads. imps to take to prevent the spread. and how to
prepare for a flu pandenia
For more intonnation on ttus
class. contact Tory Daughnty
at 753-1421.
For more inform:non on programs at the Center for Health
& Wellness. contact Allison
Lancaster. Health Promotions
Coordinator at Murray-('al
loway County Hospital, at 2,t3
762-1348.

on with others and not malung Stick to your routine Tonight
any decisions. Keep your opin- Walk or find another stressions to yourself for now. Soon buster
others will want to listen. AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 16)
-Tonight Get some extra R and ***** White others seem
R.
bent on doing went they want
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
even though it might not be logi**** Just as you seem to be cal. you kick back Use your creable to grab what you want. it ativity when approaching the
could slip out of your hands. You many different situations and
might not be aware of it. but you issues. Soule and others will
have an attitude. Take a walk relax. Tonight Become a touch
naughty
and clear out any negativity
Smile and relax. Tonight Let PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*:* tr You might be too stressed
your creativity flourish.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
out and tssAile to accomplish
*** Others seem to be what you want-Lough and relax
demanding, and they are. More with others, if if is possible Don't
than many, you could feel under allow any situation to become
siege this Full Moon Handle heavy Know that in either case.
responsibitibes with your cus- this too we pass Tonight- A must
tomary precision A family mem- appearance
ber might need and/or want
more attention. Tonight, Head
home as soon as you can.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 12)
**** Keep your focus by eyeing the big picture. If you find
that someone is difficxilt, pretend Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
you are a therapist and observe Internet at http://www.lacquerather
than
react
linebiger.corn.
Communication could over- (c) 2006 by King Features
whelm you. Do not hesitate to Syndicate Inc.
screw: calls or go out for a walk.
Tonight Share with a friend.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Let others feel as if they
are in control. You will get
nowhere by challenging people's
views and choices. In fact, expenonce might help a close associate more than your words Be
supportive Not everything has
to be your way. Tonight
Togetherness
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** The Full Moon can
pose interesting situations when
View Ot
with
dealing
someone
Entire
Inventory at
Understand that there is a way
that both of you can have what
www.
you want You just need to dissilk
bennettmotoi
cover the solution News from a
distance isn't complete. Tonight:
.00M
Go along with another's choices.
CAPRICORN (Dee. 22-Jam. 19)
*** Go easy on yoursell. You
can only do your best. Some
days it might not feel as if it is
enough, but it is. You might be
happiest staying out of any situations that deal with others

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfieki

1-800-363-4720

To
subscribe to the
LEDGER ttTIMM
Call 753-1916

Restless Legs Syndrome

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Do you have an uncomfortabk or unpleasant sensation ir
yoUT legs that gives you the urge to move them? Does the
condition won during periods of rest inactivity or at
night? it may be Restless legs Syndrome(RLS)
If you have had symptoms of RLS for 3 months or longer
and are lila oklet, you may qualify for a clinical research
study. Qualified participants may recetve al study rfilated
exams and Mvestigational medication at no cost
Clinical Neuroscience Associate.% Inc
270-227 6S62
email crisresearchtibillimith net

Or visit our webs** vmnujoriguslitsonind-com
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Weather change favors fishermen
Wow, has the weather ever
changed in favor of the fishermen!
The fact that is has been
near 70 degrees with sunshine
and fairly light winds sure does
increase the
number of
anglers —
after
even
Thanksgiving!
We also
have been
having better success
since waters
Fishing
were
allowed to
Line
come back
By Jerry
up a little
Maupin
bit. There
has been so
Outdoors
much rainColumnist
along
fall
the central nver system in the
United States that it had to be
dealt with. This allowed some
of the lakes to rise a little.
This water has been very
welcome in more ways than one.
First of all, it brings the baitfish down to our region from
the bottom of the mountains,
just below the Smokeys. Adding
fresh baitfish is always good
for all species of our gamefish and roughfish, alike.

Another help can be found
in the elevation, which has
risen and has removed some
of the danger for tourists. They
are not aware of the shallow
water in the west center of the
lake, and many of them run
around on the mud bars and
stumps.
We had wished for the elevation toftstay at summer pool
stage — at least until after
Thanksgiving. There is almost
always plenty of time to release
the waters and reach winter
elevation way before Christmas!
Anyway. the excess did help
turn the bass, crappie, bluegill
and white and yellow stripers
on to feeding for several days.
I had the pleasure of fishing again with three of the nicest
men, who really enjoy getting
out amonfgst the fish. All three
are excellent anglers who can
adapt to any situation.
John Malachowski, Michael
Surma and Nick Taute were here
to catch fish, and then worry
about the species after it's in
the net. The wind was very
good to us. We were able to
catch fish on much of the main
lake.
Only a slight current, which
wasn't a problem, helped to
scoot the baitfish along the
banks, where the attractors are.

There are no more of the gained these great fish when
button bushes growing along the--1 --shoreline brush was gone.
shores and back in the bays, Most locals don't really talk
where the crappie went to about it any more. The just
look for the smallmouth to batspawn.
They were the best bit of tle!
Of course, they can become
plant life ever invented for the
bass and crappie to utilize for attracted to a certain, log, stump.
cover. The spawned around rockpile or creek bank. The
tough root systems, and then angler that is paying attention
they used the bushes for cover will notice this and fish for
in order to ambush their food. that bass.
In the fall, there will come
which consisted of young shad
a time when all of the big
minnows.
I can safely say that the bass will decide that it's time
only advantage we gained by to eat a lot so they can put
losing the buttonbush was the on some weight for comfort
bare banks that were left. They in the winter. It;s not a fad,
were exposed too the winds it's just a fact. They will gorge
and rains. Over a couple of themselves as long as the food
years, we gained a fish from is available. It could possibly
the southern waters, which become bad weather and the
could — and did — change food could become scarce.
I know we have the new
an angler's life forever.
The .exposed banks lost the world record smallmouth bass
soil and retained the rocks. in Kentucky Lake because I
This is the home and playground have seen it! Up close, it looks
of America's unforgettable outrageous! What a bass like
smallmouth bass. The rocks are that would be worth is unbethe habitat of one of the tough- lievable! It would be nice for
est freshwater fish in Ameri- someone locally to catch it and
ca. We are blessed with an collect the reward.
We are hopeful that the
abundant supply of them!
will get going soon
sauger
smalla
forgets
Nobody
mouth, ever! They are the since the water temperature has
toughest, sneaky, soft-biting, fallen down into the low 50s.
fast-running and the highest They are ready, so stay tuned!
Happy Fishing!
jumping fish out there. We

It really made a big difference
to hit some of our treetops,
which were holding a mixed
variety of decent fish.
We would catch a decentsize& yellow stripers on" one
cast and then toss it back to
the same spot before hooking
into a big slab crappie. We
caught a mixture of 52 fish!
Most of the anglers were
doing well from Kenlake up
to Cypress Creek, where Neil
and Charlotte Parker have the
Lakeview Resort!
Some of the areas slack off
during the late fall, but the
mighty Blood River area gets
into high gear, as does the
Jonathan Creek on the north
end.
I think all of you anglers
will have to agree with me.
You have to admit that all of
the hard work of replacing
good fish attractors really is
worth all that time and expense!
The lake has been here longer
than most of our residents. It
has undergone some mighty
big changes that could have
been disastrous. Remember the
1970s and 1980s, when we
were having a major flood
every spring? So many of our
shoreline trees were uprooted
and washed away that it
changed them forever.

THE BIG ONE: Chris Brooks
of Alabama recently caught
this 8-pound fish while visiting his mother, Kay Hays,
in Murray.

A month's worth of deer tails, duck tails

•

Standing no more than 20
yards away was a doe silhouetted against the last light of
the evening sky.
She didn't move, didn't
attempt to run or appear alarmed
other than her upright head
and ears facing my direction.
shot
The
was an easy
one
except that it
was minutes
past the end
of shooting
hours on the
last day of
deer hunting's modIn The
em gun season.
Field
The deer
By Kenny
know these
Darnell
things.
Outdoors
How?
a
haven't
Columnist
clue. For the
past week, the deer had become
increasingly nocturnal. During
the first part of the season,
deer would be feeding in fields
and food plots morning and
evening. But toward the end
of the 16-day season, that kind
of visibility came to and end.
By the last weekend, with the
combination of hunting pressure and hot temperatures,
unless something encouraged
the deer to move during the
daytime, they stuck to their
ghostly routine.
The opening of season caught
the rut just right in my part
of the woods. Everywhere we
looked the bucks were chasing does or were combing the
hillsides in search of a hot

trail. Because of this. I planned
my opening weekend vigil at
a spot in a large, open field
where several tree-lined draws
came together. As the first morning dawned, deer poured over
the hillsides to slip quietly
along the cover of the. draws.
Included were a few bucks,
but none of wall-hanger proportion.
A single buck appeared in
mid-morning on the crest of
the hill above my ground blind,
and be continued his quick trot
in a beeline for the cover at
the bottom of the draws. He
was a handsome 8-pointer, but
this was opening day and there
were many more bucks on the
farm to consider during the
I6-day season.
On the second day, the stream
of deer slowed a bit, but they
still moved. The 8-pointer from
the previous morning did. not
reappear. nor did any of the
larger bucks. The valley was
alive, however, and one of my
companions took a nice gnarlyracked 9-point buck. By the
end of opening weekend, the
9-pointer was the only buck
any of us had taken. Several
larger bucks had been spotted.
however, including an extremely wide 10-pointer.
I slept in Monday morning
but elected to hunt the ground
blind in the field again on
Tuesday. Walking across the
field well before daylight, I
somehow missed the site where
I had set up the blind. At least
I thought 1 missed the site.
After searching up and down
the draw for a time, I found
my chair but no blind. Final-

ly, in the first grey light of dawn,
I saw the upturned ground blind
out in the middle of the field,
a victim of the previous night's
gale force winds. That was the
last time I tried to hunt the
open field.
From that time on. I concentrated on smaller fields and
wooded areas farther back on
the farm. An entire day in a
blind on a remote bluff deep
into the timber produced very
little, so I moved back to the
edge of the fields. There, I found
deer moving alk day .through
both the remote fields and the
edges of the timber that surrounded them.
There is where I also saw(
a contingent of bucks suited
for Ripley's museum, the first
of which had a nice 4-point
antler on one side of his head.
but on the other side, the only
visible antler was protruding
from his jaw. I suspect the
young buck had sustained an
injury of Sorts while the antlers
were developing that caused one
antler to grow inside the hide
on his face.
Another odd character had
two enormous spikes, each
extending upward and forwards
a good 12 or 14 inches like
a heavy. wejl-formed main beam
on a mature deer. The long
beams, however, had no additional tines making the buck
a massive 2-pointer. For a
moment I considered the unusual trophy status of this odd
buck, but allowed him to pass
just the same.
In the days that would follow, the big, wide 10-point
buck would prove to be elu-

sive while I observed 30 to
40 deer per day — all does
and small bucks save for the
occasional good-looking 8 or
10 pointer. It seemed that every
day, the deer that I didn't want
to take would parade invitingly in front of my stand while
the shooters would tiptoe across
just beyond range, providing
fleeting but enticing glances.
Occasionally, I would move
from one place to another during the middle of the day and
would usually bump into a
good buck in the process. Unfortunately, the most I saw of
many large bucks was the back
side of their rack and their
waving white tail.
Thanksgiving Day brought
the opening of duck season to
Kentucky. I abandoned my
deer hunting pursuits long
enough to wade into the Great
Dismal Swamp at daylight on
Thanksgiving morning only to
make a series of startling discoveries, the first of which was
the hole in my waders.
Once safely underway in a
small jon boat, we startled a
flock of geese — a gaggle,
perhaps, then caused a flock
of mallards to lift skyward into
the clear morning sky. Our
eagerness and enthusiasm was
short-lived; howevr, when we
discovered our blind overturned
on its back. In a very short
amount of time, the local
beavers had compounded. our
levees to raise the water to a
level more to their liking. The
additional water had thea,toppled our blind.
Not to waste a beautiful
morning, painless dentist Dr.

Young and I headed the boat
into a clump of cattails and
watched as a few ducks flew
around our part of the Great
Dismal Swamp, always giving
wide berth to the overturned
blind that stuck out from the
center of our water-hole in
obvious fashion. That's why
we elected to resume deer hunting on Friday.
But Friday was a complete
washout for me. On Wednesday, I saw no fewer than 49
deer, including two nice bucks
— either of which would have
looked good on my wall. With
hopes so buoyed, I sat in the
same blind from daylight until
dark on Friday without seeing
a single deer. I saw turkeys
and enough fox squirrels to
fill a boxcar, but no deer. The
season was becoming fickle.
Following a successful morning at the Heskett Royal and
Ancient Hunting Grounds and
Duck Hole somewhere in west
Tennessee, Dr. Young and I
returned to the woods for one
final day of hunting deer on
Sunday. The morning dawned
cool and extremely quiet. A
lone doe made her way across
the powerline cut I was watching, and then the woods fell
silent again.
Around midmorning a line
of does came prancing by my
stand, eight in all. They were
soon followed by what looked
like a stampede across the open
timber of the hillside. No fewer
than 22 deer cascaded like
water across the creases and
rises at the foot of the bluff.
They were followed by a single buck — a tali, wide fel-

low with maybe six points to
his name. But with 22 deer
on the move, there had to he
a bigger buck in the .offing.
Many of the does continued to run across the powerline and onto the adjacent hillside. iSoon, the does begin to
return — this time faster than
they had gone by in the first
place. Antlers begin to appear
above the grass in an open
patch underneath the powerline. Coming across the powerline single file. they formed
a line that looked like airplanes lined up on approach
to an airport. But they were
all spikes. forkhorns, or
ket-racks.
The big one came to the powerline, or at least I suppose ,.
he did,judging from the sound,
and the thrashing of limbs that
I heard on the opposite side.
He never stepped into the open,
nor did he cross the cut. Deei-:
.
continued to mill around
tree as they worked their way
back across the hillside. I heard
voices in the distance and soon
saw the farm's owner and a
few friends on horseback rid—
ing along the edge of the field •
below.
Later, the horsenders would .1
report that they had bumped a
big. wide-racked buck from the
corner of the field. He had
fled in my direction, but he
never stepped into the open
that I saw. There were no deer
on the hillside that afternoon.
At dark, I picked up rib/ gear
and walked hack up the bluff
to the field for the last time
dining the 2006 modern gun
season for deer.

GOOD HUNT:
Turner
Jesse
harvested this
buck
10-point
while hunting on
his
father's
in
property
Henry County,
Tenn., on Nov.
23.

GOTCHAl:
Keyes,
Jaxon
13, of Murray
his
harvested
first deer — a
150-pound doe
— while hunthis
with
ing
brother, Jesse,
on Nov. 18.
FIRST ONE: Hayden Smith, 9. took his first deer,
a 6-point buck, while hunting with his father on
opening day.
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray High junior guard Kenneth Trice, puts up this shot over Lone
Oak defender Chris Pennington in the second half of Friday night's
boys' action. Trice led the Tigers with a game-high 15 points in a
come-from-behind victory.
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TIGERS RALLY TO POST HOME
WIN OVER PURPLE FLASH
mantra back onto the court against
By MICHAEL DANN
Lone Oak in the second half, erasing
Sports Wnter
Murray High head coach David an 11 -point halftime deficit to win
Fields isn't big on bottling up half- 53-48 and improve to 2-0 on the seatime speeches. But the dissertation son.
It marked Murray's first win over
he gave his Tigers in the locker
room Friday night was one that , Lone Oak since the 2001-02 season,
would have made Jim Valvano when the Tigers were victorious 6344. But that win came in Lone Oak.
proud.
The former North Carolina State Records dating back to the 1997-98
coach, who passed away due to can- season don't have Murray winning
cer. will forever be remembered for on its home floor against the Flash.
It's the first 2-0 start for the
his "Don't ever give up" speech
Tigers since 2000-01. when Murray
while accepting an ESPY in 1993.
The Tigers carried that same
See'TIGERS, 10A

LONE OAK 48, MURRAY 39
SC

at ••
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Tennessee's Chris Lofton (5) puts up a shot past Murray State's Curtis Parker (13) during Friday's game in Knoxville
Tenn. Lofton scored a game-high 20 points — 17 in the first half — to lead the Vols past the Racers 89-64 at ThompsonBoling Arena.
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VOLS OVERWHELM ROAD WEARY RACERS
11

at
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MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Tense

Haley Armstrong. a seventh grader for the Lady Tigers. is fouled by
Lone Oak's Karlie Grooms in the first half of Friday night's prep gins'
action. Armstrong led Murray with a team-high 16 points

Off The Hook
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Rechelle Turner is no fisherman, but she's been in the waters of coachir4, long enough to know that one got off the hook Friday night.
Trailing by as many as 12 points in the second half, The Lady Tigers cast
out on an 8-2 run, pulling to within four, 39-35, with 3:27 left to play in the
fourth quarter
attempts
Murray was primed to tie the game twice. But on two separate
missed
at the free throw line. both Leah Dieleman and Amanda Winchester
their charity shots
Down but not out after the free throws, Lone Alak committed its eighth
turnover of the quarter. Stacey McClure convened on the other end to pull
Murray to within two, 39-37.
'That was as close as Murray would come, though. as the Lady flash
would close out the game on a 7-2 run to win 48-39.
•See MNS, 10A

second-year head coach firm c
Staff Report
Pearl. "We saw a little zone
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. —
Murray State. and ('hns
from
a
pressure,
defensive
Intense
basically shot them out of it.
sizable advantage in the frontThey've been playing a lot of
court and the shooting of
zone this season, but tile didhelped
Lofton
Chris
n't play hardly any against us
Tennessee overwhelm Murray
It's hard to play zone
basketState in men's college
against us because of C'hris
ball action on Friday night.
Lofton He's such a weapon."
Volunteers 16-21
The
MSU appeared to get back
harassed the Racers (2-6) all
in the game at the start of the
night with their full-court
second half, as sophomore
pressure and held a decisive
guard Tyler Holloway'huned a
43-30 rebounding edge.
3-pointer to ignite a 7-0 run
Meanwhile. Lofton poured in
that cut the Tennessee lead to
17 of his game-high 20 points
Just 12-35 at the 18 15 mark
in the first half of the 89-64
But the Volt, answered again
final in front of 16,807 at
with a decisive 15-4 nut to put
Thompson-Boling Arena.
the game out of reach
Despite an early second"I thought our guys,were
half run that sliced its deficit
ready to play in the second
to seven points, Murray State
said
Kennedy
half."
was never real!) a match for
"Untortunately. we still don't
its Southeastern Conference
have a post presence They
counterparts, who shot 43.5
were able its get the hall inside
percent from the floor while
and get some offensive
forcing the Racers into 23
rebounds, and then we turned
turnovers.
AP it over and the. worrd
*MS11's limited backcoun
Tennessee's
into
crashes
Holloway
Tyler
State's
Murray
"(Tennessee) plays with
to
contest
struggled the entire
great enerys on the defensive
Wayne Chism during Friday's coolest in Knoxville Tenn
inbound the hall against a big
ger and quicker Tennes•ec Holloway was 3-d-7 from the floor for nine points as the end and makes it so hard on
you You've got to take care of
squad
Racers shot 408 percent in their 25-point loss
the hall And when tow get
-For whatever mason. Voe
tt run that sliced the deficit shots, you've go( to make
had guys scared." said first - we lust played scared
of to lust 19-15 mithivav *mei them." he added
native
a
Lofton
year Murray head coach Billy
Mr
the half Ilat UT flexed tta
The Raters rebounded
Kennedy during a post-game Maysville and a former
his
hit
muscles nipla with a 15-0 rub kw a 19 1 percere shooting
Kentucky.
in
%Basketball
interview on the Racer Radio
owl.6s sem four massars so effort in the lino hall to be
first four shots — all 3-point
Network "With this 'mos
care
teal 31-IS Om a amik by` 12 1 prevent of thew apposes
bah
6s
ert
helping
-ohne and this level of play.
after the intermisatee
we had some guys who were cam to a 19-4 advancer is the freshmen Mae Camps
isammaaa assmil doe lock
MS1.1 failed to mew miy
lust not ready for it We've got finit eisht minutes of play
The Racers gut a 3-panite at morn halm up 42-2S
collitallintl•on the dibillinvit
to do a Willer job of pelting
of 6r
a pair of
"116 Nit
them madly in pumice mad from 6d Hanna and
sasti"
%Ws
said
halfwit
a
in
Coast
inace
by
buckets
psinsog iham ionshar, becalm's
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OVC FOOTBALL

Sullivan takes
reigns at Samford

Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray,
BUSINESS • HONE • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Pat terback at Auburn University, is
Sullivan has been named the the 35th head coach in Samford
new head football coach at history. He has served on the
Samford University, school coaching staff at the University
Andrew of Alabama at Birmingham
President
Westmoreland and director of (UAB)since 1999.
While at UAB. Sullivan
athletics Bob Roller announced
worked with the team's quarter- •
on Friday.
Sullivan, the winner of the backs and was the offensive
1971 Heisman Trophy as a quar- coordinator from 1999-2005.

"Your more than one company agency

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES

•Lady Tigers
From Page 9A
Murray ended up a porous 9of-23 from the foul line for 39
percent while shooting just .12of-43 from the field.
For Turner, who is eight victones shy of 200 for her career,
said the defeat isn't nearly as,
upsetting as the way the game
was lost.
"We're not nearly good
enough to shoot 9-of-23 from
the foul line and expect to win
the game. We're young and
inexperienced, and we're going
to make some mistakes," Turner
added. "But we have to take
advantage of the opportunities
that we're given.
TWIT'S WNW'SP02101111 IT:

I.

Liody
firacky Wald *Icy
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688 Moo St. • 753-51142

TV Sportswatch

Today
BOXING
8:45 p.m.
HBO — Middleweights, Winky Wright
Ike Quartey (37-3-1)
vs
(50-3-1)
super middleweights. Jeff Lacy (21-10) vs Vitali Tsypico (17-1-0), at Tampa
Fla
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Teams TBA
Noon
ABC — ACC championship game
Jacksonville. Fla
at
MA,
learns
1:30 p.m.
CBS — National coverage. Army vs
Navy, at Philadelphia
2 p.m.
FSN — Stanford at California
3 p.m.
NCAA Division I-AA, quarESPN2
terfinal, learns TBA
3:30 p.m.
ABC — Southern Cal at UCLA
5 p.m.
CBS — National coverage. SEC
championship game, teams TBA, at
Atlanta
6:45 p.m.
ESPN — Teams TBA
7 p.m.
—
ABC
Big 12, championship game
teams TBA, at Kansas City. Mo
11 p.m.
ESPN — Oregon St at Hawaii
GOLF
11 a.m.
TGC — Sunshine Tour, Nedbank
Challenge. third round, at Sun Crty
South Africa (same-day tapel
3 p.m.
NBC — Father/Son Challenge, first
round. at Champions Gate, Fla (same(lay tape)
3:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Qualifying
Tournament, fourth round. at La
Ouonta Calif
8 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Australasia and
European Tour. New Zealand Open.
final round, at Auckland. New Zealand
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
CBS — National coverage, Kentucky
at North Carolina
2 p.m.
ESPN — Gonzaga vs Texas at
Phoenix
4 p.m.
ESPN — Illinois vs Arizona at
Phoenix
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Georgetown at Duke
NBA BASKETBALL
7.30 p.m.
WGN — Washongton at Chicago
RODEO
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — ('RCA, National Finals. third
round. at Las Vegas

11 07 19 11 —48
LOIOS Oak
08 03 16 11 — 39
Murray
Lone Oak (1-1) — Grooms 25. Treece 9,
Heine 7 Halicks 3, Williford 2 Murphy 2
Evans, Phillips. Brown
FG: 18-47 3-polnt FG: 2-9 (Grooms)
FT: 10-15 Rebounds 41 Fouls: 22
Murray (1-1) — Armstrong 16 McClure
13, Dieleman 8. ('ember 2, Benson.
Winchester Perry, Sanders. Crouch,
McAllister
FG: 12-43 3-point FG: 5-9(Arrnstong 4,
Dieleman). FT: 9-23. Rebounds 23
Fouls: 15

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 5 Times

"Those opportunities are at
the foul line, and when the ball
is one the floor we have to come
away with it. It's just a situation
where we're going to have to
learn to take advantage of every
single thing we can control. We
can control ourselves at the free
throw line.
"I think my biggest disappointment was our lack of intensity that we started the game
with,' Turner continued. "It
seemed like to me that we were
intimated and we didn't take it
to them like we should have. It's
a situation where every game is
a learning experience for us. We
lost the battle on the boards and
the battle on loose balls, and the
fact that we can't go the free
throw line and make free
throws. That really bothers me."
Murray (1-1) hung tough
with Lone Oak in the first half,
keeping pace at the end of the
first quarter, trailing by three,
11-8.
The Lady Tigers held an 8-7
lead after a 3-pointer by
Dieleman with 1:18 to play, but
Lone Oak would close out the
quarter on a 4-0 run with two
baskets by Karlie Grooms, who
finished with a game-high 25
points for the I -I Lady Flash.
In the second quarter, the
Lady Tigers were held to no
field goal points and onlydiree
free throws on 3-of-8 shooting
to trail 18-11. Back-to-back
buckets by Ally Heine gave
Lone Oak a 17-9 lead.
Meanwhile, Murray committed
14 turnovers in the first half
(eight in the first quarter).
Dieleman's trey with 1:18
left in the first quarter, was
, Murray's last basket until the
5:55 mark in the third quarter,
when McClure scored a bucket.
All the while. the Lady Tigers
were held scoreless from the
field for nearly 12 minutes.
Haley Armstrong, a seventh
grader who was in the starting
lineup on Friday, scored a teamhigh 16 points on 5-of-11 shooting and four 3-pointers.
McClure added 13 for
Murray, while Dieleman had
eight and Megan Pember finished with two.
Murray plays at Fulton
County on Tuesday night. The
Lady Pilots are 0-2 on the year,
opening the season with backto-back losses to Graves County
and Obion County Central.
Tenn.

Chess Volp looks for room under the basket against Lone
Oak's Clay Pickens Friday night at Murray High. Voip finished
with 14 points for the Tigers, who rallied for a 53-48 triumph
over the visiting Purple Flash.

•Tigers
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beat Fulton City and Fulton
County to open the year.
The win itself wipes away a
bad taste Fields and the Tigers
had from a year ago, when the
second-year coach remembers
losing in a similar fashion.
"It's big, because we lost this
game last year in a very similar
way. We felt like we had a
chance to win this same game
last year, and we didn't do it,"
Fields added. "We kind of spiraled (down) from there. We
talked about getting them back."
How they did it was with that
"Don't Give Up, Don't Ever
Give Up" attitude, outscoring
the Purple Flash (0-2) 35-19 in •
the second half and 19-8 in the
final eight minutes.
The Tigers were 8-of-14 from
the floor in the second half and
17-of-27 from the free throw
line. They also held Lone Oakiii
6-of-18 shooting and forcing the
Flash into eight turnovers,
The Purple Flash led by as
many as 16, twice, in the second
quarter, but Murray whittled
down the lead to 11 by halftime.
Coming out of the locker
room, Lone Oak pushed the
advantage back up to 14 after a
3-pointer by Chris Pennington.
But following that bucket,
Murray chopped away with a
12-4 run to end the quarter,
pulling to within six at 40-34.
The Flash did what they
could to stave off the Tigers,
pushing their lead back up to
nine. But after Casey ParkerBell's two free Throws pulled the
Tigers to within four at 44-40,
Murray connected on 11 of its
next 15 free throws for the win.
Lone Oak head coach Andy
Poore said that his team's downfall was putting Murray at the
line as many times as they did.
Lone Oak had 31 fouls in the
game, including 19 in the second half.
"When you've got a lead like
that and you allow a team to
come back ... we just gave them
too many easy points down the
stretch at the foul line, and that
ended up being the difference."
Kenneth Trice, who led the
Tigers with a game-high 15

•

RACER

753-8355

901 Sycamore
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BASKETBALL
Monday,
December 4th
Lady Racers vs. Lipscomb
5:15 p.m.
Racers vs. Anderson
7:30 p.m.

13 16 11 08 — 48
Lone Oak
03 15 16 19 — 53
Murray
LAM Oak (0-2) — Shuemaker 14, Ch
Pennington 12, Blackman 5, Co
Pennington 5. Pickens 4. Jenkins 3,
Brown 2. Edwards 2, Jo Byrd 1,
McKinney. Je Byrd,
FG: 16-38 3-poInt FG: 5-13 (Ch.
Pennington 4, &Lockman, ) FT 11-18.
Rebounds 22 Fouls: 31.
Murray(2-0) — Tno* 15, Volp 14 Hun 7
Jones 6, Parker-Bell 4, Mohler 4,
McCuiston 3, Gibson
Fa: 12-30 3-point FG: 3-15 (Trice 2,
McCuiston) FT: 25-43 Rebounds 19.
Fouls: 20.

points, tied the game at 44-all
with 2:40 to play. After a Luke
Shuemaker miss, Chess Volp
(14 points) put Murray up for
good with his up-and-under
bucket with 2:10 left to play,
giving MHS a 46-44 lead.
After Shuemaker got the
Flash to within one at 46-45,
Trice then answered with another free throw, followed by a
Cole Hurt (seven points) basket
that extended to lead to 49-45.
It was Murray's biggest lead
since 3-0 with 6:59 to play in the
first quarter.
• The Tigers' icing on the cake
was two free shots by Trice and
another by Parker-Bell to close
out the game.
Poore's answer to his team's
dismantling was not making
adjustments.
"I don't think we adjusted to
the way the game was called
late. We got a lot of fouls for
hand-checking and reaching in
out on the floor in the fourth
quarter," he said. "Once a team
starts shooting free throws,
you're just letting them score
points with the clock stopped."
As for Fields. he knows the
"never quitting and never giving
up" cliche is mostly overused by
coaches. But as evident from
Friday night's win, he doesn't
feel that's the case this time.
"I told the kids at halftime
that I was really disappointed
for them, among other things,"
he said. "Don't get me wrong, I
was upset at halftime. That's the
most upset I can remember
being. But this was our first
home game. It was time for us to
say, 'Hey, look at what we have
done over the summer.' I didn't
feel like we were doing that. Our
kids are better than to have that
happen to them."

Friday's -BOYS BASKETBALL
Apollo 56, Owensboro Catholic 29
Ashland Blazer 63, Rock Hill, Ohio 62
Barbourville 73. Cawood 56
Beth Haven 62, Lou. Beam 58. OT
Boyd Co. 51, West Carter 45
Bracken Co. 83. Dayton 61
Campbell Co. 85. Calvary Chnsban 30
C,arroptiellevIlle 45, LaRue Co 41
Corbin 92, WM* Co 38
Curnbenend G.Tenn. 78,
Middlesboro 55
East Carter 94, Powell Co. 71
East Jessamine 63, Boyle Co. 52
Etzabetteown 64. Taylor Co. 43
Eiiangel Christian 56, Burgin 44
Fort Knox 44, Monroe Co. 43
Fraridort 90, Berea 72
George Rogers Clark 90. Estill Co. 55
Grayson Co. 44, Devises Co. 41
Heath 73, Ballard Memorial 48
Henderson Co. 50, Crittenden Co 44
Hopkinsvies 63 LiWigstion Central 42
Jenkins 47. Pound, Va. 36
Johnson Cent. 94, South Floyd 92, OT
LOSChElf County Central 65. Lee Co. 54
Lex Bryan Station 92, Paintsvills 85
Lax Sayre 57, Pans 38
Lex Tales Creek 78, Lex Christian 55
Lincoln Co. 79, INeyne Co 56
Lloyd Memorial 59. Villa Maclonne 54
Lou Central 54, Lou Fairdeko 52
Lou. Does 80. Lou. Holy Cross 57
Lou Eastern 95, Lou Atherion 46
Lou Iroquois 88, Lou Southern 51
Lou. Male 53, Lou remaiontown 51
Lou PRP 65, Lou. DeSsies 83
Lou Tnnity 57. Lou. Moore 49
Madison Central 66. Shelby Co 59
McLean Co 68, Webster Co 51
Montgomery Co 72, Deming 40
Murray 53, Lone Oak 48
Newport 68. Bellevue 52
Oldham Co 80 Pyle 65
Pulaski S'westem 61, Marion Co 59
Raceland 62, Eliot Co. 56
Russet Co. 67, Casey Co. 54
Scott 69. Simon Kenton 67
Silver Grove 62, St Patrick 55
Union Co 72. Lyon Co 39
West Jessamine 59. Woodlord Co 45
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Anderson Co 74 Marion Co 54
Bell Co 72, Barbourville 70 OT
Bute Central 51 Lou Pleasure Ridge

•Racers
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end of the floor.
Holloway and freshman
Danero Thomas shared team
scoring honors for Murray with
nine points apiece.
Shawn
Senior forward
Witherspoon, the team's leading
scorer entering Friday's play,
had a forgettable shooting night,
missing all six of his field goal
attempts while scoring just four
points — all on free throws. He
picked up his third foul with
four minutes left in the first half
and played just 18 minutes.
"You can tell that Shawn is
not what he was last year. but
he's doing everything he can for
of
said
us,,", Kennedy
Witherspoon, who is still rehabbing a broken left foot he suffered in the NCAA Tournament
last March. "He got into foul
trouble, and that threw him out
of any rhythm. It's hard for him
to sit down for a long time and
then try to play again."
Lofton led a host of
Volunteers in double figures.
Freshman center Wayne Cttism
barely missed a double-double
with 13 points and nine
rebounds, while Crews and
Dane Bradshaw had 12 points
apiece. Junior guard JaJuan
Smith tossed in 10. UT was 11of-28 from behind the arc while
holding MSU to just 5-of-17
from 3-point range.
Murray was also plagued by

•

- • *.
*
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Perk 43
Bunt East 60, North Bubb 43
COATOI CO. SO, trimtge Co 38
Casey Co. 51, South Laurel 43
CANN Hardin 95, Neilson Co 59
Clay Co 67. Hanes 26
Canton Co 56, Warren Ciefillal 52
Edmonton Co. 47. Buller OS 34
EMI Co. 47, Las 0086
•
Evarts 56, Red Bird 30
Grant Co. 66. Heritage Academy SS.
Green Co. 58, Adair Co. 46
Greenwood 80, Todd Co. CoMad 46
Harrison Co 80, Madison Cordial 45
Caverns 27
Hart Co.
Jenkins 51, Pound, 14.45
LaRd8 CO- 67,01100111111/111, 36
Lax. IlLyan 81110.1 IS, Ftembled 24
Lloyd Memorial 67, Ludo* 65
Lone Oak 48, Murray 39
Lou. Eastern 81. Lou Atherton 51
Lou 1109.1016 74, Lou Southern%
Lou. Jellersontown 47, Lou. Male 41
Westsm 68. Lou Portend Chnelian 19
Mason Co 80. Ripiey Ripiey-UrionLawis-Hunangion, Otto 49
Muhlenborg North 57. Meade Co 38
North Hardin 72. John Harden 53
NOVO ONTO 53, Montgomery Co 47
Owen Co 53. Yinbarneloian 36
Pendleton Co 50. St Pain:* 27
Powell Co 71. Madison Southern 62
S C School Par the Deal II Blind. S C
53. Ky School for the Deaf 17
Shelby Valley 64. Painesville 63
Spenost Co 44. Noirlh Oldham 40 OT
Washington Co 55. Boyle Co 50
Wayne Co 56. Loncoln Co 49
Webster Co 56. lactisero Co 39
Whitley Co 41. Cotta' 37
Woodford Co 43. Rowan Co 38
Spartan invitational
Bourbon Co 51. Bath Co 30
Lex Sayre 45. Model 29 Bracken
County Tlp-Off
Bracken Co 58. East Jessamine 53
Nicholas Co 57. Bracken Co 27 Perry
County Central trnitabonal
Breathitt Co 57. Belfry 56
Perry Central 64. Knott Co Central 51
Conita T19-Off Tournament
Nonh Laurel 55, Betsy Layne 46
Swoon Clark 60, Cordis 47
liteirehstl County Hoop Feet
Marshall CO 71 Cairn Whim County
is 20
Lou Seneca vs DuPont Manual. ppd

Taormina*, 89 Racers 64
MURRAY ST.(24)
D Thomas 1.5 7.79. Witherspoon 0-6
4-4 4. Kennedy 4-6 0-0 6. Horton 2-4 005, Holloway 3-7 1-2 9, Aid 2-4 2-4 8.
Carter 3-9 0-0 7, Pastier 1-1 0.02, Paul
1-1 3-95, Williams 3-5 2-2 9. Easley 00 0-2 0, Folio 0-1 0-00 Tote's 20-49
19-3064
TENNESSEE (6-2)
Bradshaw 4-6 2-4 12. Crews 4-9 4-7
12. J Smith 3-9 3-4 10, Lofton 5-9 6-8
20. Howell 1-4 0-0 3, Chism 3-9 6-8 13,
R Small 2-3 3-4 7, Passkey 1-3 0-0 2.
Mid 0-1 0-00. Tabb 0-2 0-0 O. Bosse 00 0-0 0, Childress 3-6 0-0 7.
Canrilrglon 1-1 0-03 Totals 27-62 243689
Halftime — Tennessee 42-28 3-Point
Goals — Murray St 5-17(Holloway 25, Horton 1-1, Williams 1-2, Cartier 1-3,
Kennedy 0-1, Witherspoon 0-2,
0.Thomas 0-3). Tennessee 11-28
(Lofton 4-7. Bradshaw 2-3, Canninglon
1-1, Chadress 14, Chtsrn 1-3. Howell
1-4, J.Smth 1-7, Wild 0-1) Fouled Out
— Horton. Rebounds — Murray St. 30
(Paul 5). Tennessee 43 (Chem 9)
Armlets — Murray St. 13 Horton 5)
Tennessee 18 (Bradshaw 5) T•
Fouls — Murray St. 25 T
24 A — 16.807

poor foul shooting, connecting
on just 19-of-30 attempts from
the charity stripe.
The Racers will try to
rebound from the loss on
Monday, when they host NAIA
foe Anderson in a 7:30 p.m. tipdff at the Regional Special
Events Center.
The contest is the first of
three games next week for
Murray State, which also travels
to "Death Valley" to take on
Eastern Kentucky (Thursday)
and Morehead State (next
Saturday).
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Loans from '500 to '15,000
- 111 loan decisions are mask locally
• AUTO LOANS • HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS
• VACATION LOANS • BILL CONSOLIDATION

MARILYN RURICEEN
dt AMANDA HAYDEN
fat Hi. ifs

ABC Finance Company
1550 Lowen Drive, Suite D • Murray. KY

canned food donations go to Needline.)

(270) 759-9588
Ticket Office 270-809-4895 • www.goracers.com
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Stop, In Way an? sat/haellym

iHt wher - lot Hour is almost h

All fans are encouraged to bring canned
foods as part of the OVC canned food drive.
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Ace Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
qur office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
Lied
NOM

Leal
Nike
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appeinksents have
been marlia in the
Calloway Delete Court.
All claim, agelnet the..
appainismede abstibl be
tiled with the dditeiary
within six mamas et the
date of qualificatiem
Estate of Wares L.
Lamb, 664 Forrest It,
Murray, KY 42071; Cam
4106-P-262, Fiduciary
Kevin H. Lamb, 664
Forrest Rd., Murray. KY
42071, Musser Warren
Hopkins, 406-li Maple
St. Murray KY 42071,
Appointed: 114-2006

OT

Estate of Jeremiah J.
Webb. 1010 Stars ism,
Murray, KY 49071; Coes
906-P-250; Fiduciary:
417
Webb,
Gary
Pikeviey Dresden, TN
38225. Hollis Maloney,
Rd.,
Jenkins
139
Princeton, KY 42445;
11-6-2006
Appointed
51

Estate of Rick D Evan',
2156 Highland. Murray.
KY 42071, Case 906-P249. Fiduciary Wanda
Evans, 600 South 11th
St., Murray, KY 42071.
Craig
AttorneyHousman, PO Box 1196,
Paducah, KY 42002.
Appointed 11-6-2006
Estate of. William W
Roberts, 68 Mier Lane,
Murray. KY 42071; Cam
106-P-246, Fiduciary:
Douglas ki Roberts,2926
E Dix-Irvington Rd.,
Centralia, IL 121101.
Attorney Rid Easley. 204
S. Sixth Si. Murray, KY
42071, Appointed- 11-132000

0-6
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30
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Estate of listen I
Roberta, 68 Miler Lane,
Murray, KY 42071; Case
106-P-164, Fiduciary.
Lioughu M Roberta. 3015
E Die-Irvington Rd.,
IL 6280I,
Cion traita
Attorney Sid Easley. 204
S Sixth St. Murray, KY
42071, Appointed 11-272006
Estate of Frank Page Jr.
1410 Dudley Dr. Murray.
KY 42071, Case 906-P267, hductary. Jerry C
Page, 2016 State Route
339 South, Fancy Farm,
KY 42039. Attorney.
Boyd Neely, Jr 238
Street,
7th
North
Mayfield, KY 42066.
Appointed- 11-27-2006
Estate of Thomas G.
Brandon, 705 South
Fourth St.. Murray, KY
42071, Case 106-P-268,
Fiduciary: Vicki Jo
Brandon, 705 South
Fourth St, Murray, KY
42071, Attorney Steve
Sanders. 204 B South
Sixth St., Murray. KY
42071, Appointed 11-272006
Estate of Mildred N.
McPherson. 906 Glendale
Rd. Apt 213. Murray, KY
42071, Coe 006-P-270;
Fiduciary: Gayle A.
McKinney, 2466 Bayridge
Rd., New Concord, KY
42076; Attorney, Michelle
Gantt, 306 North Fourth
St. Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed. 11-27-2006
Estate of. Mary M
Sparks. 291 Main Street,
Murray. KY 42071; Case
906-P-266. Fiduciary:
David J Sparks, 324 N
Deere Park Dr. Highland
Park, II. 60036; Mary S
Schramm. 324 N Deere
Park Dr West, Highland
Park, IL 60036; Attorney'
William Don Overby',
292 Main St.., Murray, KY
42071, Appointed: 11-2721306

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed to
Calloway District Covet
Clyde
Lowell
by
Willoughby, Jr. and
Ilharen Gail Warn:tack
Celtmoutors in the
gelato dilemma Harps
lissoMitesto the owlsmet meet be Mad in the
Callow Como District
Court se ar before the
bitsrlag, which ie ast for
the 12th day of Dec
2006
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

Merry Christmas
In one ea59 step!

*ASSISTANT Manager
*Manager in Training
•Day Shift Preterred
Hibbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Appty at
642 North 12Ih St.
Murray, KY 42071.
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
iwnv.hibbett.com

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounte he. been flied in
Callaway District Court
Roberta
Larry
by
Administrator in the
estate of John Borer
Exception, to this 'stilemeet must be filed ul the
Calloway County District
Court an or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 12th day of Dec
2006
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounta has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Lance Booth III.
Executor in the estate of
Lance Booth
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County Durtrict
Court on at before the
bearing, which is met for
es 12th day of Dec.

tt
Vicki Wilson

Circuit Courtelerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Trevor Coleman
Administrator in the
Andrew
of
estate
Ditiedzic
Enceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 12th day of Dec
2006
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed in
Calloway District Court
by Ricky Joe Lowe,
Ad mini Orator in the
estate of Laudell W
Lowe.
Exceptions to this settlement moat be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on Or before the
hearing, which is set for
the 12th day of Dec
2006
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

BIG Apple Cale
Cashier he needed
Apply in person

DLER&TIMES
Lr-

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide chitdren birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray
Commercial
Lines
Insurance Customer
Service Rep
for Large insurance
Agency in Benton. KY
Full Time position.
package
Benefit
includes Health ins.
Disability Income, Lee
Ins. 401K, Vacation 8,
hours
Personal
requires
Position
Lines
Commercial
Insurance Experience•
computer skills, and
and
intra-personal
communication skills
E-mail resume' to
mtg0mtginsurance co
m.

Wishing only the
best for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

THIS I
FOR ONLY
75.00 PER
MONTH

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a
Merry Christmas without buying the cards, writing the
notes, lickind the envelopes, and getting the stamps.
YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE FULL COLOR?

Call Jill Stephens and Julie Brown at

753-1916

From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & Times

to place your Christmas Greeting l today.
Publish Date: Thursday, December 21
mber 18 at 5PM
Deadline: Monday,

.t-

060
1441.11Mmed
111:11
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instructor
DANCE
wanted to, ballroom
dancing Call Sue at
761-3737

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person ante 6:00Pfil

FULL bms help needed. No expenence necessaiy. Apply in person
7:30-4:30. 8503 U S
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairoisaing)

Full-Time Custodian
position available at Murray Independent
School District. Must be able to lift a
minimum of 30 lbs., perform routine custodial activities at assigned site, sweep.
scrub, mop, was and polish floors and
vacuum rugs and carpets in classrooms.
offices, arid other assigned areas. Must
be able to operate cleaning equipment
such as vacuums, floor stopper, cleaning,
buffer and polisher, carpet shampooer,
scrubbers. high-pressure sprayer, manual
and power sweepers and power blower
as assigned. Knowledge of basic methods, matenais, tools and equipment used
in custodial work and routine maintenance. High school diploma or GED
required. Applications are available at
the Murray Board of Education, 208 South
13th Street. Murray, Kentucky 42071.
EOE.

time.
\lust work an hours.
.kppl hi person at:
NON% hiring lull

020

Just cornpare...
save money & time!

KIFC
2115 N. 12th Street
‘iurra. kV 42071

PURITY DAIRIES
ROUTE SALES OPPOIRTUNMES
Punty Dames has an immediate opening for
Commission Route Sales in the Murray/Paducah
area Applicants must possess the abiltry to sell high
quality products and provide excellent customer
service in a professional manner CDL Class
A/Airbrakes or Class B required Previous route
sales experience preferred Outstanding compensation and benefits Including medical, dental. prescription program. omen. 401K. and tuition assistance
Complete an application al the Murray Career
Discovery Center located at 1405 N 12th Street or
Paducah One Stop Career located at 416 South 6th
Street or call 615-948-0364 for more information
EOE/MVFN
tobo•puntydames con
NURSE AIDE
Full lirrbt 10PM 1X)6AM
Prefer experience but will train If you eniov
working with the elderly, we have both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
conditions Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
FOE
1505 Stadium View Drive

General help wanted
ExPelnenc• PrelterTed
Apply in person at
Tom's Pizza...506 N
121h, Murray. Closed
Mondays.
MOBILE Insurance
Examsnst. must have
blood drawing expertonce. CM 630-4500403. Send resumes
i: Box 2481
P2
1077
4
Evansville. Indiana
NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking
strong candidates For a
Full Time Leasing
Consultant position
Candidate must be
cornlortable using standard business tools
and systems. and posSele wrong communication skills Drug Free
Workplace
•Background
Screening' Benefits'
Opportunity
Equal
Emnicollt•
to
Resumes
Fax
270.759.3006
NOW hiring night shit
Must work weekends
Apply in person at
Astsy's, 507 N. 121h SI
Murray.
WANTED: pourneyrnen,
and
electricians
helpers to, work in
area
Murray, KY
Contact Ed Rice at
812-383-0125

If you need to fax your ad,
our number is 753-1927
111Leiiis

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
The Calloway County Board of Education
is currently acceptmg applications for a full
time maintenance technician in the
Buildings and Groonds department
Excellent fringe benefits including health
insurance, life insurance, and county retirement will he provided Wages will he commensurate with expenence Applications
are available at the Calloway County, Board
of Educauon. 2110 College Farm Road.
Murray, KY 42071 and must be submitted
hy Monday. December 11. 2006 Any further information may be obtained by calling
762-7320. The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Opportunity
Education and Employer Institution

Responsible persons to provide Relief
Provider Set's ices for Developmentally
Disabled/Mentally Retarded adults in
the McCracken and Graves County
area. Applicants must be at least 21
years old with HS diploma/GED
Background check required Send
resume/application to: Terry -Hudspeth.
Rivers
Chief Operations Officer:Four.
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway,
Paducah, KY 42001. EOE

7534916

‘•,
MARTIAL Arta
Training.
Tae Kwon Do- liapkido
taught bY 7th ditilrot
bled( belt Ages 14
140Shotokan taught by 4th
degree black belt Ages
7 & up. CM 781-3737
—
111LIMftend
$100 Itasseed. LOO in
Wildcat Creek area of
Calloway County. Full
coverage motorcycle
helniet Custom painted in cneckenad flags
and red with 96Z racing
Contact
number.
Salentine
Spencer
270-354-9657
JUST glve us a cell,
we'll be glad to
help, Your loved
one well
try to find.
'Cause we NI have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here et the
Ledger & TImee.

Call 753-1916

*am..

41.
We will be accepting applications at the ('ARV
Discovery Center on Wednesday. December h.
2006, from R'00 am to 4 RI pm for production/manufactunng/light industrial positions To be consid
ered for employment, please bring two forms of
identification one that will establish your identity
and one that establishes your nght to work in this
country Drug screen and background screen mac
be required
ECM • WPM

SERVICE COORDINATOR needed for
Senior Retirement facility in Pans. TN and
Murray. KY. Will assess & advise residents of
the services whidi may be necessary to maintain
a self reliant lifestyle. Acts as a liaison between
community agencies, services providers and resMenu. Prefer Bachelor degree in Social Wort
with 2 years experience m social service work.
Will work one day a we at Wesley at Murray.
26 unit retiremera community,one day a week at
Council on Aging aid 3 days a week a Wesley
Pine Ridge it Psis, TX $S min Rem send
cater lam with salary lialory and resunse so:
elivck.Lowlyllsroaleyhooming cow or fax
ramie to: 731-31115-64(9 Visit ow we!**
www witieysenionnomsenes or EOE

DIRECTOR HEALTH
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Director of our HIM (Medical Records i
Department The individual must have I-5
years supervisory experience in a FILM depart
ment and demonstrated management skills
Must have a minimum of an Associate degree
in HIM and must he a RHIT Must he able to
work with physicians. staff, and other department directors Accounting and financial cope
Miler Is desirable
The Director of HIM reports directly to the
CPO and will be responsible to plan. (interior
and direct the workflow of the department The
director is also the Privacy officer for HIPPA
veticomptiance
Henry County Medical center is kicated in
northwest Tennessee and is . growing and
expanding medical renter We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary packet,incluchng reload= militaect
Interested candidates who meet all require
merits should and resume or may apply in per
son
Newry Comity Medical Crewe
P.O. Om IWO
Parti TN 31342
7314444472
731-4144-111474 FAX
asten1/110
rasa (*.nreineN Fareever

Artists's, Facility Manager, Regional Special Escnts Center.
Murray State University. Pull-time. non-tenured. 12 month position
to begin January 2007 Qualifications: Bachelor's degree and a
minimum of two yews experience in Facility Management.
Marketing. Public Relations, Sales or a related field required Mast
have abtlity to create professional desktop publishing documents
Must tie able to demonstrate initiative and shilits to interface with
departments and personnel on campus Must he able to work
evenings. weekend and holiday s Prior supers vows experience and
industry experience preferred Know ledge of area/convention teal
ities recordkeeping, report preparation and finance preferred
Graph's and web design experience preferred ReepowdbilNiss:
Implement and assess promotional and adsertising strategies for theRegional Special Es ents Center and 1 oven Audnortum, its e.rm.
clients and corporate efforts Resist-mot* for the scheduling and
itKirdtillitiOn of all events, logistical setups. facility bookings, event
promotional activities. twilit, and corporate efforts, production and
dimendiallen it both press and factht) related inforrnatton, devel
op1M1111 and 111111111111Mance at effect's e working relationships with
enininit. and the um% end, community Dunes Aso
l e providing support and services as requested to pownoters.
Ictut
srai
clients sedior vendors, coonitentwei of depatmental goals
ildellEFERE1 WI* the vice Prosidsit of Institutional Ads ant ement
and the Pakility Manager Appliallinli deedline: Pooniashed
War ciogiptivamaa, Mow
1)es-ember IS. 2006 1 Applkit S
and names, addresses admitted nialiele dere,rirritamiteaftelf
einneces so. Search Commillite Chalk tilinoray Stair Varmints.
Repose' Sperm' Eve* Cones. 1401 SIM Roane 121 North
ftsrannserso
Istmtay, KY 420711: Ilbewn mod wieiwirars
pawl Esisrasson mui
apply. AteiTtri *ass flisiverivilh is en
Exisirrvasesst OrteSissonift 14/F/0, AA twiplowt
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2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets. 7532905
IBR 2BA, all appliances. central ii/A. Ask
about move-in tree
days. Coleman RE
753-9898
CLOSE TO MSU!
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
$285/mo unfurnished
5335/mo nicely furnished. 762-0991 or
559-1164
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NICE 2BR duplex
Lease, no pets 2273054
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today?
753-8668.
SMALL IBA apartment. Cable TV and 5
premium channels plus
high speed intemet and
all utilities included
except phone. $325,
$250 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets. 227-0406.
VERY attractive 2BR
1BA. Carport. storage.
Recently renovated.
New appliances. Side
by side fndge, dw, wd
included. Must see.
Call 753-3018

WOLFE commercia
FORMER lawyer movtanning beds 761
ing to area and seeks
3737
professional change.
Management, teaching
and leadership evenPolleron
1211
once. Available after [
Feb. 1.(260)459-1360
(260)704-8662.
LARGE
SELECTION
IBM Chilean
[
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
CLEANING houses is
my business, Cal
(270) 753-1713
Linda H. 759-9553.
120

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3558
14
Wait to Btri
ANTIGUES, Cali Larry
753- 33
BUYING Junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING US Silver
Coins. Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency.
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted:
Drum exchange.
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215
150
Articles
For Sri*
25 trace wildlife prints
snow leopard. Ping
2006 senior . irons,
graphite shafts, Walnut
desk and extension.
Gun cabinet, baby bed,
Pentium Ill computer.
753-7419
6HP go cart. Like new.
293-2741 or 762-1995
92 Cougar, V-8. tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, NC, tires.
loaded $2,575 OBO.
Washer 753-4109

3 pc oak queen bedroom
suite. $900
Queen size metal bed
and two matching night
stands custom made in
Mexico. $600 Call
227-0429 or 753-8606
SALE on all furniture
mattresses!
and
Carraway Furniture,
105 N. 3rd. 753-1502

"'OWNER Finance"'
38R 28A. Lot with
barn. $4,000 down,
$550 month. Marshall
County, Highway 80,
close to lake. 270-7531011, ask for Gail.
1990 Southern living
16x80, excellent condition, located E-15,
Coach Estates.
$13,500. 437-4435
AWESOME! Kentucky
Lake Chalet, built for
your property! Call
now!! 731-584-9109
3
BEAUTIFUL
Bedroom, 2 Bath with
fireplace. walnut cabinets, black appliances
& much more!!! Must
see!!! 731-584-9429
REDUCED!
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$10.900. 753-6012
SHARP 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath with island in
kitchen, deluxe appliance package only
$39,995!!! Land available!!! 731-584-4926

160
Howe Furnishings

STOREWICE SALE +
ElACKROOM BARGAINS
We buy and sell good used t
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5 Sat 9-2
641N 2 miles or right • 753-8501

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.991mo Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax, Starz. or
Snowtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
GORGEOUS antiques
for Christmas. Owner
270-227-7913
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
oui large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba. Sony. LG,
Zenith. & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 7590901
MATCHING full-sized
box springs and mattress. Very nice. 5100.
270-753-3092
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, just over
100k copies. 3 years
old, 5850.00. 7539240
MOVING Sale House
full of furniture and
2000
appliances.
Dodge Ram 1500.
71,000 miles. 731-2475946
REGULATION
Steepleton pool table
Mint. Light and extras,
Unusual bumper table
with „slate 270-527E1186

LARRY D. PRITCHARD ESTATE
LYNN GROVE,KENTUCKY
861 BROWNS GROVE ROAD

For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre,
rent.
$450/month
Rosemary Risner 270210-4756

$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488

mobile home lot on
resort 24/7 access to
boat ramp. Water, electricity, sewage available $165 per month
227-0406

JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR:
92.731 Acres In 20 Tracts And Combinations, 3 BR,
2 BA Brick House, Metal Building, 3 BR, 1 BA,
Wood Frame House, Open Land, Wooded Building
Lots, Mini Farms, City Water, Natural Gas, State
Road Frontage.

15% Down Of Purchase Price Day Of Sale With A
Minimum Of $4,000 Down On Lots, Balance In 30
Days With Deed. Make Your Lead Based Paint
Inspections Prior To Auction. 10% Buyer Premium
Added To Final Bid And Will Be A Part Of The
Contract.
For All Your Auction Needs Contact:
-Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4144
Miller
Dan
Darrell Beane -Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4420
Terry D.Paschall - Broker & Auctioneer 270-767-9223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com

Ft RR) D.
*Om

2BR house, lease &
deposit required. 270753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$700 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR unfurnished. City
schools, redecorated,
kitchen appliances, wld
hookup. Fenced back*yard, garage, 954-3451495
2BR, IBA, stove,
Hwy.
fridge.
280/Scaggs. Rd. 270753-0259
3 bedroom, 1 bath
fenced
Appliances,
backyard, pets welcome. $575 per month.
Lease and deposit. Call
492-8089

1 SILVER MINIATURE
• DUPLEX on Hillwood
Schnauzer pup,
Dr. 598,000. 270-366ornate, 4-mo. old, all
1045
shots. 293-1482

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

AKC Lab pups. Choc.
& blk. Ready by Dec.
Nth. $200. 753-6725

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE AT
murrayledger com

AKC Shih-Tzu. Unique
colors. $300 males,
5.350 females. 731642-5151, 731-3361494

Sweet Hilltop Retreat....Lots of mature trees, gas logs in fireplace in living
room, hardwood under carpet 2 bedroom 1 bath with full unfinished basement
that can be finished out for additional rooms, ceiling fans, garage, covered
porch and spacious surroundings. Fronts Hwy 641 North easy drive to
Murray. Benton. Paducah. Listed for only $69,000. MLS number 33783.
For you personal viewing call Renee Wynn at 270-293-7149-or office 270753-1951 or 800-455-1651 Coldwell Banker 1st Realty Group.

coLDweti.
BANKeR
Realty Group
414 South 12th Street

JUST in time for
CKC
Christmas!
Boston Terrier puppies.
All males $500 each.
Six weeks old on
12/17/2006. 436-5569

[Corporwicir Prop. For Rim

OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1.400
so ft 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018 .

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1BR furnished or unfurlease
no
nished,
No pets
required
270-753
$245/mo
3949

Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Email: srwynn@coldwellbanker corn
Website: www.renemsynnproperues corn
View the showcase of featured
bosses at www.realtor.com

DOG Obedience
436-2858.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221

rdl

Renee Wynn,GRI/ ARR

LARGE mixed breed
puppies. 227-3300

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

320
Aprberno For Set

35 Acres vi/ 1/2 mole of
rd front, on the corner
of hey 80 & 1346 8.7
miles from 641 84
moles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext 120
for details
40 Acres, well, pond.
7-acres woods, CRP
program, 1-yr left
Approx. 33 tendable
753-4487 293-4772
5-15 acre home
building sites, 8
minutes West of
Murray 293-5215 Or
435-4738
HOMESITES, 10 acres
or part. 30 acres or
part, near Murray 270227-7913

2005 Ford Escape XLT,
V6, 4W0 auto 29K
mi . gold ash. CD
moonroot
changer,
leather, Power windows, locks & driver
seat. 518,000 293,
8571. 753-3418

95 Nissan Pathfinder.
;
Wrote, 4WD 270-2520660, 270-293-7491
Nissan
1993
Pathfinder. 4WD, V6,
transmossoon.
new
needs head replaced.
51,200 OBO 270-2938750

remodeled
NEWLY
inside & out, New paint.
new carpet, new heat &
air. 41$ S. 10th. $425
759-4896, 293-3710

R

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480

REAL good Boston
Terrier available for
stud service. Likes all
people and animals,
except pigs. James
Sills 227-2162

puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC or CKC, males
and females, 1st shots
& wormed. 5250-5350.
270-251-0310

All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
Haley Professional
Appraising
Tor what it's worth'
(270)759-4218
NEWLY
remodeled
duplex for sale. 902
SOuttivrood Drive. Call
753-7618

NEON BEA
MINI.STORAGE: R

ep Naells

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

es Fre NY

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now =tang
Located a 7205. 441191.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
A

'All
Ava
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

2 story house, con
structed in 2003. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
CaN 435-4741

1989 Commander Cobra V-6
Combination fish/ski, twp depth

I75HP

finders,
fully documented, good mechanical condition. SAP $3,900. Can be seen at Darnell's
Marine or call 436-5185.

50 Acres
Lynn Grove
485 ft. reed frontage
cliY Irm
395 Lawrence Rd.
753-9132
753-6611

151 Orion Court
FSBO. 3BR.26A, 2400
Sq.Ft,
With 5.5 acres, just off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central h/ac,
sun room,
Beautiful
deck, basement
Won't last! $199,000
See listing AWM3005
at www.owners.corn
Call for appointment 761-HOME
155 Seth Lane
Completely
4BR,
Remodeled!
2.5BA. 2000+ Sq. Ft.
Manufactured Home
on 1 acre lot, large
deck.Pnced to sell at
$75,000. See listing
at
AWM2105
www.owners.com
Call for appointment 761 -HOME
313R brook home, stock
barn, tobacco barn, 3-6
acres in South Graves
County. 270-382-2398
FSBO
4 BR. 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
FSBO 1626 Farmer
Ave. 3 bedrooms 1 full
central
bathroom,
heaVair, kitchen appliances included. Pnced
in $90s OBO. By
only
appointment
(270)293-2512
1 \1 \1FIIIATF
131 11 RI 1 II I
k1,
how.... or take
sour n ittett t
Call -h I -4558,
ash toi Kristin.

HORSE barn with pasture. S250/month 270435-4746

YOUR AD
COULD It
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL --,J•ligyb
293-4954, ABordable
tiorne Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roofs
We do it all. Call Greg
Goan*.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming. etc.
Also Tractor work,
tearing down buildings,
hauling, gutter deanA.1 Stump Removal
Fully insured. 4373344.

2001 Mustang Convertible. V-6, loaded
with leather and CD player, 34,500 miles,
transferrable extended warranty goo,c1 until
4/12/2008 and 40K more miles, galige kept
under custom cover. White with tan top and
interior. Excellent condition. NADA $12,525. Motivated seller. 436-5185

Houses For Rent

RILEY.S USED FURNITURE

FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.

DECEMBER 16,2006 • 10:00 A.M.

VERY large room to
rent in pleasant house
Full use of kitchen and
bath. Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
high speed intemet and
all utilities included
except phone. $285.
$200 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets.227-0406

prom
'CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size'4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150'
• 3BR $275 753-6012
each. 270-492-8614
160
Home Furnishings

ABSOLUTE REAL
ESTATE AUCTION

Rooms For Rent
2BR 1 bath 5 miles
Murray.
of
north
(270)752-0461

Murray Ledger & Thine

AFFORDABLE Tree
Service. Topping, tree
renvival, and clean-up
Licenewd arid insured
Full line of equipment
Thanks for your business. Happy Holiday
270-247-2442, 270970-2322
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE I PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Eluren
BACKII0E
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system grave,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

2005 Toyota Camry LE.
4 cyl, 31K Mi.. automatic, 4-dr, silver, pwr
Calloway
doors/locks, 100K powTrash Servile
warranty.
ertrain
•AUTOMATED BILLING
$16,000. 227-2822
II CONTAINERS AVAIL
'04 Toyota Camry SE. •RATES STARTING AT
Local, one owner. 20K
5'STA0
miles. garaged, non761-3740 213-4845
smoker, immaculate.
270-435- CARPENTER. Sem,
$16,500
retired, small sobs wel4714
comed. 753-9440 R L
Camry
1998 Toyota
Woods
Black with tan cloth
intenor, 69,xior miles,
spoiler, alloy wheels, 4
cylinder, Michelin tires.
Carpet & Floors
Very clean, sharp car
pont ay.
(Mr
Call
dnven.
and lady
&list& buidhiles
(270)753-5606 days,
call
5PM
after
(270)767-9082

753-7128

1996 Dodge Grand
Caravan ES Loaded.
high miles but runs and
drives great, 52,800
OBO. 762-9060

2001 GMC Sierra SLE
extended cab 2WO.
5 3L, tow package,
cover.
bed
white
120,000 miles, excellent condition 59.500
270-978-0806, 731782-3128
S-10
2000 Chevy
75doot miles. 5 sod_ 4
cylinder, tinted windows, CD. $6,500
OBO. 270-435-4746
99 Ford F-350, single
wheel, power stroke
6-speed, crew cab
50,000 on new motor
512,000 293-8728
1988 Dodge Dakota.
V6, auto, NC, runs and
lrives great. $1.500
O.762-9060

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services
We Specialize ir.
Cleaning'
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
•Mobole Homes
•Bnck
All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(2701527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd sobs
you don't have time
_ for.
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
stump gnnding, firewood. Insured 489
2839.

11 \
510

\‘,11
\ \t.1 \II \ I

warily & special
locally owned/operated
Pursuit
by
2004
Georgia Boy 35th
Anniversary. 35 toot. 2
slides, generator &
satellite. 10K miles.
Ford V10, $64.900
OBO. 615-355-7607,
615-957-5226

759-1151 • 293-2783
21I3-2784

JOE'S JOBS

-S11-4 144 • 22 -

YAMAHA 650 V-Sta
Classic
motorcycle
Totally
customized
3,000 miles, excellent
condition. Just in time
for Chnstmasl Call
270-759-4606 evening.
2005 Yamaha TTR125
LE, $1,800. 753-6725

Uhl
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
tree trimming
Sathfar 1ton guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 2274611

Joe's Mower Repair
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

WARD-ELKINS
quote Murray

WE SERVICE

(2/01753 1713
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10 years age
meeting of the East Hazel HomeMurray State Universit- Rac- makers Club held at the home
ers won 34-6 over Western Illi- of Mrs. Harley Craig
nois in a football game at MSU
81 years ago
tew art Stadium. This was the
The Ben Bnunley Memorial
first ever Division I -AA playoff Dispensary, located in Veterans
ictory for the Racers. They will Village on the campus of A &
rioW travel to Roy State for a M College. Stillwater, Okla, was
second round game against the dedicated in memory of ,Ben
Trojans.
Brumley. graduate of Murray High
Births reported include a girl School. who died last July while
to Shane C. and Ken) Moody, a resident of the village and who
Nov. 20.
was working on a degree in agri20 years ago
culture at the time of his death.
Published is a picture of BarWanda Jean Crouse was
bara Han, assistant director of crowned as senior queen and
food services at Murray State Jean Frances Parker as junior
University, discussing menu pos- queen in ceremonies at Kirisey
,ibilities with Dr Bruce Cham- High School
berlain, director of Madrigal DinMayrelle Johnson, spoke about
ner. scheduled Dec. 8 and 9 at 'The Eclipse of the Rising Son"
the Curris Center ball room.
at a meeting of the Murray Busi30 years ago
ness and Professional Women's
Murray Woman's Club will Club held at the National Hotel
have its annual "Holiday Open dining room
House" on Dec. 5 at 3 p.m at
Births reported this week
the club house. Treys Mathis and include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jane Prince will direct the cho- George Ray Lyles, a boy to Mr.
rus and ensemble of the Music and Mrs. David Bennett, a boy
Department of the club for the to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Clay
entertainment.
Smith and a boy to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Bolen Mrs. Jimmy Jones, Nov. 23; a
will be married 50 years Dec. girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed
3.
West, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.
40 years ago
C. Alton and a girl to Mr. and
Two hundred and eighty five Mrs. Shelby Regan Jr.. Nov. 26.
high school and junior high school
Murray State College Thorband members have been select- oughbreds woo 86-18 over Camp
ed to participate in the 13th annu- Campbell in the first basketball
al Quad-State Band Festival at game of the season.
Murray State University Dec. 6.
Murray High School Tigers lost
Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee were 4-6 to Grove High of Pans,
honored with a 25th wedding Tenn., in a football game.
anniversary reception at their new
New Concord High School
home on West Main Street.
Redbirds won 50-26 over Mur50 years ago
ray Training School Colts in a
Q.D. Wilson has retired after basketball game. High team scor19 years of service with the Cal- ers were Williams for the Redloway County ASC Committee
birds and Ted Thompson for the
Mrs. Howard Kelso present- Colts.
ed a lesson on "Safety" at a

Weight-loss surgery results in
loss of woman's friendship
DEAR ABBY: I am a single mother of a 10-year-old who
also cares for my elderly mother at my home. I have had a
lot of stress in my life and
have gained a lot of weight.
After much investigation. I
decided to have weight-loss surgery to better
my
health and
energy.
I
ended
up
financing
the surgery
`with a nointerest loan
for
five
years. I do
Dear
not
regret
my decision;
By Abigail
it has helped
Van Buren
with
my
self-esteem and outlook on life.
My problem is a friend of
mine now shuns me. I suspect it is because she did not
agree with my ,decision to pay
for this 'surgery. She is being
married this year, and I would
never give her advice on bow
to spend her money on her
wedding or otherwise. Why
would this person not be happy
for me and support my decision that did not involve her?
-- HURT IN OHIO
DEAR HURT: If your theory is correct, it appears your
'friend' was extremely controlling and is punishing you
because you went against her
wishes. Or she may have been
somehow so invested in your
remaining fat that your "escape"
from that role is a threat to

Abby

Todaylnllisterv
• By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Dec 2. the
336th day of 2006. There are 29
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 2. 1954, the Senate
voted to condemn Wisconsin
Republican Jost-ph R. McCarthy for
conduct that "tends to bring the
Senate into disrepute"
On this date
In 1823, President Monroe outlined his doctrine oppostng European expansion in the Western

Hemisphere_
In 1906, 100 years ago, Peter
C. Goldmark. father of the longplaying phonograph record, was
born in Budapest, Hungary.
In 1970. the Environmental
Protection Agency began operating under director William Ruckelshaus
In 1980, four American churchwomen were raped, murdered and
buried outside San Salvador.,E1 Salvador. (Five national guardsmen
were convicted in the killings I

In 1982, in the first operation
of its kind, doctors at the University of Utah Medicul Center
implanted a permanent artificial
heart in the chest of retired dentist Dr. Barney Clark, who lived
112 days with the device.
In 1991, American hostage
Joseph Cicippio. held captive in
Lebanon for more than five years.
was released.
In 1993, Colombian drug lord
Pablo Escobar was shot to death
by security threes in Medellin.
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her, which would mean that
she is compeuuve or jealous.
Neither is a particUlarly attractive Malt, and you are probably better off without this
woman in your life. From my
perspective, consider it another 'health benefit' of your surgery.
DEAR ABBY: Four years
ago, I gave a bridal shower.
for our eldest granddaughter.
'Liz.' one month before her
wedding. Two weeks later they
canceled the wedding. Liz did
not return the gifts, nor did
she wnte thank-yods for them.
I was embarrassed by her lack
of courtesy and appreciation
to those who participated, as
well as to me. Liz is a college graduate. Her mother, ow'
daughter. knows better -- but
apparently was not able to influence her daughter's behavior.
Soon afterward, the local
daily paper had a series of
articles on the frequency of
wedding
cancellations.
It
specifically said that unused
gifts were to be returned, and
that thank-yous were to be
sent.
Abby, if another wedding
as planned. Liz may expect
me to host another bridal shower and include these same relatives. I plan to tell her that
I hope to give one shower to
each of our eight grandchildren, if I can. Am I being
unreasonable? -- DISTRESSED
GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Your
granddaughter may suffer from
'great expectations,' but that
doesn't mean you have to comply. A bridal shower is a gift.
and you are under no obligation to host another one. It's
not 'unreasonable' to draw the
line, and that's what you should
do. However, it's possible that
you won't be asked because
it might have such strong associations for your granddaughter with the wedding that fell
through. (Cross your fingers!)
*Oa

DEAR ABBY: Please settle a disagreement between my
husband and me. When we
get in line at the checkout
stand at the grocery store, he
says if the bar is not behind
the groceries of the person in
front of you, that we- need to
wait until they're done before
putting our groceries on the
counter. (Sometimes I can't
reach the bar.)
I say its rude for the shopper in front not to put up the
bar if it's out of my reach,
and I put the groceries on the
counter, leaving an obvious
space. Who's right? -- KATHY
IN ORLANDO. FLA.
DEAR KATHY: You are.
Now stop arguing.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.
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Old-fashioned cure for shingles
meets the 21st century
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
mother coetracted slimigles miry
years ago Beteg miserably
uncomfortable and somewhat
honsfied. she rxishiri to Ms doctor- Since he was Gem= and
practiced considerable "old Hem
peas" moltc Me;
ay
mother. likewise
Gorman, touted
his medical
acumen
said. "you
have nothing
to fear You
Dr. Gott
have a case
of old-fashBy
Dr. Peter Gott ioned shingles
Now.
here is what jou do Apply a
light coating of clear fingernail
polish over the bead of each
little blister Airy that don't disappear immediately get A second coat In effect, the polish
suffocates them and they will
be gone before you know it"
This remedy cured not onls my
mother but numerous other
patients of his
With all the hoop-la and
money being spent researching
shingles. isn't it possibk that
our 2Ist-century research is too
sophisticated to discover this simple, old-fashioned, homey remedy'
DEAR READER:This might
be an opportunity for some folks
to nip shingles in the bud I
had not heard of this before
DEAR DR.GOTT: I am wnting to you to ask a question I
started taking grape juice with
Certo the first of August and I
still take it I have had vers
little pain since then. But I am
wondering if the Ceno may

cause side enacts
DEAR READER: To my
knowleaps. Ceno locum as bee
of army sate effects or heal&
dangers The product is mad
widely is the raeaufacture of
lad pilaw To make this haute
reautitly for arthritis. add l tablespoon of Coto to 8 awes of
Pwlar EraPe Pace
To give you tended informsUon. I am seeds*, you a copy
of my Health Report -Understanding Oseeoanhnos " Other
readers who would hke a copy
should send a loos, self
addressed. stamped envelope and
12 to Newsletter. PO Rot 167.,
Wickliffe, OH 44092 Be sum
to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT: My husband keeps gelling boils or carbunck8 Thej always have More
than one head and they an always
cultured and always come hack
with a staph infection. He.•gelts
these about every au sumilas
and sometimes another will come
before the first one gets well
My husband is a &ahem' and
is on At imdis for this He also
has hypertension and is on a
medication for that When 1 ask
his doctor shy he keeps getting this staph. he says it's
because he has diatheses I don't
feel this is true
DEAR READER: Diabetics
are especially prone to getting
staph infections Therefore, your
husband has to make sure that
his blood sugar is under control
Also, he may be helped it),
changing to an antibacterial soap
If these changes are ineffective,
he may have to consider intermittent antibiotic therapy Has
doctor should meet with him to
develop a plan of action regarding treatment
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North-South vulnerable
NORTH
*A 1 1
• Q 98 7
•Q
,8 76 5
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•Q 8 74•K 10952
•106 3.
•K 4
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5•
b•
Opening lead - four 0: spades
Maintaiaing control over trumps
is vital in the play ot many suit contracts. This hand required delicate
treatment by: declarer to bring home
his slam.
West led a spade, taken by
dummy 's ace. laeclarer then played a
club to the queen, on which West
showed out. South realized from the
fielding that he would be tmabk to
ruff his diamonds successfully in
dummy, so he led a heart and
tines. sed the queen, hoping to establish that suit in order to dispose ,,vf his
diamond losers
The finesse lost to the Ida& and

LAM returned the ten of diamonds
South took the ace and, proceeding
according to plan, played a heart to
the ace Ind ruffed a heart If he had
naffed a chamond first, or taken a second club finesse idler creasing to thc
ace of hearts, he would have hem
defeated
When the hearts turned out to he
divided 3-3. South ruffed a diamond
in dummy At this point. dummy had
two good hearts, two trumps and the
1-3 of spades. while Fast had the K
of clubs and four spades
Saudi still had Is take a kits
finesse to pick up Fast" Kbut
couldn't afford to lead one of
dummy 's trumps to do so Instead, he
led one of dummy 's hearts, which
amounted to taking a trump finesse if
I ass chose ki ruff
East was awe faced with a Hobson's choice If he ruffed the heart,
declarer would ov erru , di-a%
another round of trumps then rufT a
diamond and discard his other diamond on the last heart
If last didn't ruff the heart,
south would discard a diamond and
lead another heart Whether List
ruffed at this point would again make
110 difference Fast's king ot clubs
was bound to be inipod either on
this trick or the nest one
So Search made the dam as a
result of his thoughtful play By
establishing dunwas s hearts, he was
able to finesse in trumps without
actually leading them
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